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Those Who Should Know Say The Last
folio, Invested In Advertising Brings A
Greater Return Than The First . .
Why Not Try It?

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, Sept. 8, 1949

tat City School
rollment Above
300 Mark

COACHES AND FOOTBALL SQUAD AT BUTLER HIGH

Foundation Work
Complete On New
County Hospital

stside Lunchroom
Start Operating
ptember 12

First Floor Expected
To Be Poured In About
Three Weeks

rolled in Princeton's three
Is totalled 1,387 pupils,
rintendent C. T. Pollard anFoundation work on Princeced Wednesday morning.
ton:3 new $390,000 Caldwell
• ords show 551 pupils are
County War Memorial hospital is
lied at Butler High School
complete today and floor frames
at Eastside Graded School
are expected to be ready for in175 at Dotson Colored School,
stallation before the end of this
.
said
week, Cletus Hollis, constructGoodaker, principal of
ion superintendent, announces.
said there was only a
The first floor of the 39-bed
it increase in enrollment this
hospital is expected to be poured
from grades two through
FRONT ROW: (Left to Right) J. Traylor, Peters, B. Traylor,
in approximately three weeks, he
Barrett, Williamson, P'Pool, Glenn,
However, a count of pupils
Young, McCaslin and Varble.
added. Brick for the structure,
which
was the
'led Tuesday,
which will be a light cream color,
SECOND ROW: Babb, manager; Sisk, Ortt, Marti n, Lewis,
Wade, Stroube, Dunbar, Coleman, Wilday of school, revealed that
will be selected within the next
helm
and
Harralson.
first grade had an increase of
few days.
THIRD ROW: Hackett, coach; Boyd, Wilkerson, Lubben, Robertson,
pils over last year, he added.
Pugh, Teague, Franklin, Bridges,
Progress on the building will
chedule for the first week of
Rogers and Cox, assistant coach.
speed up after crews complete
oil will be similar to previous
work in the basement, according
JOHN HA( KETT
s at Eastside, the principal
to the superintendent. Within the
first
Mary
the
Pupils
in
grade will
.
B. Mills Named
next few days a bulldozer will be
Business Woman's Club
ismissed at noon during Sep'used to level the lot around the
English
Butler
Teacher
High
At
School
with the other grades
To
concrete foundation and improve
Hear
Health
Speech
Butler
Band
High School
On Parade
dismissed at noon only durthe appearance of the place, HolMembers of the Business and
Butler High School's prize
the first week. Dismissal of
Miss Mary Beth Mills, of Padulis said. Dirt on the southside will
Professional Women's Club will
winning band, with its full
first grade during Septemcah, has filled the vacancy creatbe pulled toward the frort and
hear Mrs. Arney T. Rawls speak
School Enters Second
marching corp s, paraded
gives the new pupils an oped by Miss Rebekah Henderson,
townside, he added.
on "Health and Safety Is More
Victim
Wednesday
Was
for
downtown
Nephew
become
Of
accustome
to
t)
,
d
in the English Department at
Year With Thirty - Two
Thomas J. Simmons, chairman
Than Discussion," at their regPrincetonians for the first
work before a full study
Butler High School, according to
The Late Fred Taylor,
of the hospital committee, said
ular
meeting Monday at 6:30
Pupils
Enrolled
time
this
season.
Under the
e is started, Goodaker
an announcement this week from
pledge payments are coming in
p. m. at The First Christian
Of Princeton
direction of K. V. Bryant,
lained.
fast and several people have paid
Th1rty-two pup11s were enroll- the office of Superintendent C. T.
Jaycees
Church.
Mrs.
Con
Rawls
ud
is
Drive
chairman
director, the band will prache lunchroom at Eastside will ed when St. Paul's Catholic Pollard. Miss Mills was graduated
Frank Taylor, 37, son of Mr. of the Health and Safety
double the amount originally
Comtice daily, to prepare for the
To Raise Funds For
ten Sept. 12 when a full study School opened Tuesday morning. from Peabody College, Nashville,
Sam Taylor, of Detroit Mich., mittee. Miss Elizabeth
pledged. Mr. Simmons urged
Gray,
Butler Tigers first football
tdule begins. Price of a meal Preceding the official opening, Tenn., last spring, with a major
and a nephew of the late Fred club president, will give a report State Polio Chapter
those, who have not paid off their
game, scheduled here Septie lunchroom, which was rat- high mass was read at 8 o'clock in English and a minor in music.
Taylor of Princeton, was killed on the biannual convention
pledges, to do so as soon as posof
tember 16 ,with Morganfield.
Caldwell county's second case
'second best in the state last by the Rev. William Borntraeger, She is a Methodist, and is a
in a head-on automobile collision the Southeastern region
of Busi- of polio has been reported to the sible. He explained that costs to
daughter of Russell Mills, prinby the State Home Econo- pastor of St. Paul's Church.
a few miles north of Providence ness and Professional Women's
erect the building are higher than
county health department, accordDivision will be 15 cents, he
Monday.
Resuming its second year in the cipal of Reidland High School, Baptist Revival
a few months ago and paid-up
Clubs, which she recently attend- ing to
Ends
Dr.
W.
L. Cash, county pledge
Three other persons were in- ed in Louisville.
newly decorated building on S. Paducah.
money will help meet
health officer.
injured. One of them was W. H.
Seminary street, school is being
Miss Henderson, whose home is At Fredonia Friday
these extra expenses.
Joe Russell Clift, 22-month-old
A 10-day revival closed Friday !ayborne, of Providence, whose
taught by the same instructors in Gleashn, Tenn., and w1•3
The chairman also said that the
ulars Journey
son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Clift,
from Mt. St. Joseph, Sisters Atha- taught here the last 7 years, has night at Fredonia Baptist Church, fondition was said to be critical. C. A. Pepper Attends
$110,000 bond issue votcd for the
Fredonia
Route
I,
was
taken
to
Salem To Make
Webster County Sheriff Wini- Bar Association Meet
nasius 'and Carmencita. Grades accepted a 'position as secretary with the Rev. Stephen Cloud,
hospital. was approved by the
Paducah hospital last week
from the first through the eighth in the registrar's office at Uni- Flomaton, Ala., in charge. Bapt- fred Melton said the driver of
For Playoff
Attorney C. A. Pepper and Mrs. where tests for polio proved posi- State several months ago.
ismal services were held by the the other car was Harold Nix,
are included. Pupils of other de- versity of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Pepper left Monday for St. Louis, tive. Dr. Cash said the infant who
inceton Regulars will jiatirpastor, the Rev. Holland Thomas, *bout 40, Owensboro.
nominations are enrolled.
Mo., where he was to attend an has a paralyzed leg, will be re- Kiwanians To Place
to Salem Sunday to make
for six persons. There were 22 • Taylor was assistant manager
Students enrolled are: first
American Bar Association meet- moved to Louisville for further
last bid to participate in the
Penny Scales Downtown
additions to the church by letter 0
.
the Gulf Oil Agency at Prograde, Patricia Nelson, Janet Feeing. From there, they will be ac- treatment this week.
oaching playoff.
and profession of faith. Ray John- /idence.
ley, Mary B. Schwab, Tommy
Four "penny" scales, purchascompanied
to
Bay City, Texas, by
According to the health offiter being defeated 3 to 1 by
son, of Lexington, had charge of
Sewart, Dique Satterfield, Charltheir daughter, Mrs. Ed Neeley, cer the first polio victim, Sandra ed by the Princeton Kiwanis
at the V. F. W. Park here
the
music, with Miss Bonnie Move
es Smith, Charles Skees.
a n d Mr. Neeley, of Nashville, Sue Campbell, nine-month-old Club, arrived this week, PresiTo Virginia
ay, the local team must outKing, as pianist.
Second grade, Tommy Cotton,
Mr. and Mrs. John Couch and Tenn., for a visit with Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles dent Howard McConnell antheir opponents in a double
P t Sherman, J
nounced. The scales will be placFrank-in,
Kercheval Resigns
_udy
Catillands9n, Jothnnie, left last week Mrs. Paul Palmer. Mrs. Palmer Campbell, Young street, is
• to be eligible for thislinel
now ed in prominent
ro greSOIS,7"M"Mr*Allgn Nor veil,
downtown locaAssistant County
tO make their home in Arlington, is the former lane I'LlnItt.
Accept
Position
To
at'a Louisville hpttal recehAng
Sylvia Joan Conway.
tions and revenue collected will
Va. Mr. Couch is a retired I. C.
treatment.
t the last game, Salem's
Agent Is Appointed
At Farmers Bank
Third grade, Jimmy Dunn
be
used
for the club's underpriRailroad employee.
er Ravich allowed four hits
Murray Sell, president of the viliged child
Edward Frances, a recent gradJimmy Schwab, Patricia Feeley,
work, he said.
Gordon Glenn, assistant fire uate of
lked four while PrincePrinceton
Jaycees
announces
the
that
University
Janice Nichols, Mary Elizabeth
of Kenchief here for the past two years, tucky' and
, well Patterson pitched Hazzard.
the
local
Revival
organizati
To
on
Begin
is
currenta native of Trigg
was appointed fire chief Monday county„ has been
and walked one. Then,
ly sponsoring a drive to raise Democrats Organize
named assistant At Cedar Bluff
Fourth grade, James Nelson
night by the Princeton Board of county agent in
.- ollected two hits for
funds for the Kentucky Chapter For November Election
training for Coldand Mary Ann Kevil.
Revival services will begin
Council after Clyde E. Kercheval well county,
ceton and Spivey collected
of the National Foundation For
R. A. Marby, county Monday
Fifth grade, Charlie Coleman,
John Paul Morse was elected
night, Sept. 12, at Cedar
resigned to accept a position as agent, announces.
Salem.
Infantile Paralysis.
Ovel 200 Entries In
Mr. Frances is Bluff
Jim Hayes, Jim Bob Kevil, Toby
campaign chairman of the tempoBaptist Church with the
cashier at the Farmers National the first assistant
er, Princeton committed Goodaker,
The Kentucky Chapter has rary county organizati
agent this Rev. J. J.
Mary Ruth Nelson.
Rose and Garden Club
on of the
Gough, evangelist, of
Bank.
rors while Salem corncounty has had for several years,
enough money to take care of Democratic party to get
Sixth grade, Billy Berkley, Juready fo,
Benton,
in
charge.
He
will be asEvent
Here
-one.
Friday
Kercheval
connected
been
has
said.
he
polio
victims
for
only four weeks the November election. James
nior Cotton, Thomas Lacey, Davsisted by the Rev. Leon Oliver,
with
departmen
fire
the
for
t
the
and
if
funds become completely Catlett was named
id Pedley.
Sweepstake honors went tO
pastor, it was announced this
secretaryEighth grade, Jimmy Cotton, last five years and served as Rev. Frisby Accepts
.dwell Countians
week. Se,-vices will begin each Mrs. Brad Lacey in the Flower exhausted, the National Founda- treasurer. The group was organabout
chief
for
years.
two
He
was
tion wil' not be able to come to ized Wednesday
Judy Schwab, Shirley Berkley.
night of 1.st
night at 7:30 p. m. The public is Show, sponsored by the PrinceJennie Stuart
the aid of the State organization, week.
Rev. Borntraeger is director of named cashier at the Farmers Pastorate Here
cordially invited.
ton Rose and Garden Club at he stateed.
hot Mitchell, Jr., Cobb, and the school, assisted by the Rev. Bank last week to fill a vacancy
Rev. W. M. Frisby, of ProviEastside Graded School Friday
Gertie Harper, Fredonia, Richard Clements, assistant pas- created in May by the death of dence, has accepted the pastorate
Charles Taylor Accepts
Howard Rice.
afternoon and night.
ACCEPTS NEW POSITION
.. are under treatment at tor.
of the Princeton General Baptist Pollard Tells Kiwanians
Mrs. Jessie Williamson, W. Teaching Position
• Stuart Hospital, HopkinsMrs. Charles Geiger took secAt the Council meeting Mon- Church, filling t ti e vacancy Of School Changes
day, it was pointed out that park- created by the Rev. W. W Oakley,
Charles Taylor, who recently
C. T. Pollard, superintendent of ond honors with Dr. C. E. Engel- Market street, has accepted a poing meter collections for August resigned, it was announced this city school, told Kiwapians
hardt placing third. There were sition as a saleslady at Gold- graduated from the College
Wedof
totalled $826.30. According to week. Preaching services have nesday of changes mS•de
over 200 entries for prizes.
namer's Department Store. Mrs. Commerce, Bowling Green, has
Cardin Enrolls
in our
Acting Police Chief S. A. Becker, been changed from the third to city schools this year to
Williamson
accepted
recently
a
position
returned
as commercial
The show, presented for its
improve
Western State College
police court collections for Aug- second Sundays it was also an- educational work. He introduced second
year, was under the di- here from Paducah, where she instructor in a Lansing, Mich.,
ust totalled $660, with 53 arrests nounced. A revival will be con- three visitors at the meeting. rection
iss Nancy Cardin, daughter of
had
made
high
her
home.
school. He and Mrs. Taylor
of Mrs. Charles Geiger,
• Mrs. Lee Cardin, S. Jefmade during the month.
ducted in November by the Rev. They were Mr. and Mrs. Paul president, and Mrs. Brad
the former Myra Lee Bennett, of
Lacey,
Program Planned By
Street, has enrolled at
P. W. Howard, of Clay.
!Fredonia, spent last weelo-end
Tillman, new teachers at Butler, Flower Show chairman. Mrs. Jack Winstea
d To
James C .O'Hara, University of
tt.rn State College, Bowling
and Edward Frances, newly ap- Reed Howard and Mrs. John
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Various Clubs In
TurEnter
Bradley
n, for the coming year. Miss
Texas, Austin, is here visiting his
University Mack Taylor, Good street, and
Mesdames W. C. Sparks and R. pointed assistant county agent ner, of Louisville, served
as
County
Caldwell
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. O'- S. Robertson spent Friday in Pa- from Trigg county.
Jack Winstead, son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Bennett, Frein. who was graduated from
judges, and were guests in the
er High school last June, was
ducah.
home of Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Lin- Mrs. Carl Winstead, N. Harrison donia.
Two hundred and sixty-nine Hara.
erly employed at the Far. homemakers of Caldwell county
will leave about October
Jr. Garden Club Tour • ton. Also they were the luncheon street,
National Bank.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. 1, for Peoria, Ill., where he will Two Appointed Here
will begin a new year of study
The Junior Garden Club, an
study jewelry at Bradley UniverGregory.
this month, according to Miss
affiliate of the Princeton Rose
ARY CONDUCTS FORUM
sity. He formerly attended West- To Election Commission
Wilma Vandiver, home demonand Garden Club, planted 20 Specimen ribbon winners were ern State College, Bowling
Paul Jones Morse, Democrat,
, B. K. Amos and Russell stration agent.
Green.
gardens this year with seed dis- Mesdames
A. H. Inglis, Shell
and Gilbert Kennady, Republir led a forum discussion
The program as planned by
Smith, John McLin, Eugene Wiltributed by the Senior Club.
can, have been appointed to the
Marshall Plan" at a reg- various club discussion groups
The Junior Club committee, liamson, Richard Gregory, J. J. New English Teacher
Caldwell County Election Com• ting of the Rotary Club and voted on by the Advisory
composed of Mrs. Vernon Tay- Rosenthal, C. F. Engelhardt, Brad At Butler High School
mission by the State Board of
1,ty night. Oliver Allcock
Council will include style trends,
lor, chairman, with Mrs. R. S. Lacey, Charles Hubbard, W. L.
Election Commissions, it is anprogram chairman.
for September and February;
Mays,
Dique Satterfield, I. N.
Gregory, Mrs. W. B. Lacy and
nounced.
o, club members welcomed from October through March,
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, visited the Croft, J. H, Calloway; Dr. C. F.
Rev George Filer, pastor of
lamp
making
section
and
picture
gardens Sept. I, and awarded the Engelhardt, Charles Hubbard, A.
First Christian Church into shades; landscaping, flower arCobb Homemakers
M. Harvill, R. S. Gregory and A.
following prizes:
organization as a new mem- rangements. and making aluminFirst: George Creekmur and H. Inglis.
Hold Annual Picnic
Guest at the meeting was um trays respectively were planJimmy Stephens.
Flower arrangement ribbon
s W. Morrison, music directThirty-four club members and
ned for April. May, June. Minor
Second: Jackie Hubbard, Peg- winners were Mesdames Brad
the First Baptist Church.
visitors of Cobb Homemakers
projects to be studied are good
gy Patterson, Ramona Pickering, Lacey, A. H. Inglis, Charles GeiClub attended a picnic at the
grooming, current events and
iOscar Mitchell, Jimmy Creek- ger, Kelly Martin, Ramsey TaYlor,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pool
picnic nooks. •
mur and Edna Pool.
A. K. Akin, John McLin, Henry
Jennie Stuart
Saturday night, Aug. 27.
Sevison, R. S. Gregory, W. L.
Mrs. Opal Rice, Mrs. Ray Mareat Lantrip Route 2, and
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Otis
TO CONDUCT REVIVAL
Mays, John McLin, Hugh GoodKermit Vinson, Route 3, tin, and Miss Maxine Carrigan
Smiley and children. Ann and
The
respectagent,
met
home
assistant
win,
Rev.
W.
George
H.
Tallent,
Harrelson,
evantinder treatment at Jennie
A. H.
Terry Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
ively with the reading, memberrt Hospital, Hopkinsville,
gelist from Maryville, Tenn., will Inglis, Dique Satterfield and
this
Atwood, and children, Tommy
Charles
ship and citizenship chairmen to
hold a two weeks revival at the
Hubbard; R. S. Gregory,
and Terry, Mr. Rad Mrs. Earl
set up county goals, Miss VanCumberland Presbyterian Church A. M. Harvill, Charles Geiger and
Wood and Joyce, Mrs. Herman
diver said.
starting Sunday September 11, at A. H. Inglis.
NOS STATE FAIR
White, Mrs. Ruth Holland, Mr.
Attending these meetings were
11:00.
Services
Junior
will
be
Carden
held
each
Club arranger. and Mrs. Bill Gresham,
and Mrs. Perry Piercy and Linda,
Willis Traylor, Mrs. W. H.
week day evening at 7:30.
ment winners were: Michael
and Mrs. Claude Robinson, Mrs.
Mrs. Vernor Watts, Mr. and Mrs.
Pool, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Mrs.
Ladd,
Alton McConnell, Jimmy
Joe Gresham and Jo Ann
Elijah Lamb and children, Ida
Denny Cash, Mrs. Shell White,
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn U. Dorroh, Stephens, Jane Adams, Jackie
DOROTHY ANNE WOOD Lou
•
attended motorcycle
and John.
Stanley McGowan, Mrs. W.
and children, of Lexington, visit- Hubbard, Janet French, Jimmy
Miss Dorothy Wood, graduate of
rd a state fair it Du Quoin, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack P'Pool, Miss
H. Beck, Mrs. J. B. Sory, Mrs. J.
ed his brother, Paul Dorroh, and McConnell, Billq McConnel, Willa the University of'Kentucky and
;ecently.
Barbara Blanc, Robert S. White,
C. Meyers, Mrs. G. H. Sharp.
family, Morgan Avenue, last Ann Lacey and Edna Pool.
a daughter of Mrs. Dana Wood, oT
Artice Wood, Earl Edward Wood,
week-end, enroute to their home
Plum street, will teach English in
Billie Hugh and Roy Slane
and Mrs. Curtis Coleman,
Harry Stowers, of Bluefield,
in Lexington, after a trip to Yelthe
seventh
and
eight
grades sit P'Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. W: J. Edwards
efferson street, will leave W. Va., accompanied his sister,
,at shaking hands with President Truman lowstone National park and
John J. Kane, III, balk:
other and little son, W. J. III, have re- Butler High School this year,
day for Leavenworth, Ind., Miss Nancy Stowers, here last when the president arrived to speak at Allegheny County Fair at
'lints in the West
Superinten
dent C. T. Pollard anturned to their home iii Roanoke
they will visit his sister, week-end. He spent the week-end Pittsburgh, Pa., Monday. The boy represented his grandfather, ailing
Bob Taylor and Harry Stowers
Rapids, N. C., after a visit with nounces. Miss Wood graduated
George Temple, and Mr. with Bob Taylor, a former college County Commissioner John J. Kane. Mrs. Kane, the lad's grandleft Tuesday for a visit to friends
Cadet Bob Mason, son of Mrs. her parents, Mr.
from the University last June.
and
Mre. Sam
Ple From there will go to roommate at the home of his par- mother is seen at right, coaxing the boy to step up and meet Mr.
in Chattanooga, Tenn. From there
Tru- Mary Mason, left Wednesday to Koltinsky,
Eddyvlile Road. Mrs.
Mrs. Gus Jones, Highland Ave- Mr. Stowers
ille, where they will visit ents, Mr. and Mrs. Runuey Tay- man. Mrs. Francis Kane, daughter-in-law of the commissioner, is at re-enter
Castle Heights Military Edwards is the former
returned to his home
Gloria nue, left recently for a visit in in
sister, Mrs. Alice Bird. lor, Locust street.
left. (AP Wirephoto)
Academy, Lebanon, Tenn.
Bluefield, West Va., after a
Koltinsky.
Temple, Aria.
visit here.
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Extend A Helping Hand
Princeton football fans can expect only
a "fair team" at Butler High this year,
Coach John Hackett warns.
ln about a week the football season officially opens here with the Princeton eleven clashing with Morganfield. "You can
be sure the boys will be in there fighting,
because they are a scrappy bunch of
kids," Hackett says.
According to the coach, the team's biggest worry is over the shortage of reserve
power.
The support of the townspeople will
give the players more confidence at the
first game, September 16. After the whistles blow and the thud of leather on pigskin is heard, the kind of backing the boys
receive during the fight may mean a game
won or lost.

Several players now on the reserve
squad, who soon will be eligible for the
varsity team, need part-time jobs. "They
must have jobs to continue their school
studies," their coach has said.
Business men here can help by employing one or two boys on Saturdays and after school hours. If jobs are not found for
these players, the team's reserve may be
cut even lower and several good men will
be lost to the team next year.
It is the duty of our business men to
help these boys, their team, and school.
We are sure these deserving players will
do their part if we will do ours.
Extend a helping hand. They ask for
only what they earn and nothing more. Do
your part and perhaps we will have a better than "fair team."

Give Us The Land

I
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The National Guard proposal might be
The Defense Department last week inthe Army's adroit way of retaining condicated that Camp Breckinridge might trol of Breckinridge. It is a generally acsoon be declared surplus, but added that cepted farq that no branch of the military
talks would be initiated with Kentucky's ever wants to give up ownership of any
Adjutant General to discuss the possibil- facility. The Army must know by now
this community beiy of turning the installation over to the that many people in
should either use
military
the
that
lieve
national guard.
surplus
Assuming that the entire area would the camp or else declare it to be
be remay
pursuits
agriculture
National
that
so
Kentucky
be turned over to the
Army to rethe
by
attempt
a
Any
think
sumed.
we
purposes,
training
Guard for
period of years
great injustice would be done Union Coun- tain Breckinridge over a
encouncertainly
will
basis
camp
stand-by
the
a
on
arrangement
ty. Under such an
would be populated for only a short period ter potent local opposition.
What Union County wants is Army oceach year, and the resultant benefit to the
or a return of the land. If the
particular
cupancy
in
community
this
county and
Guard can use the building
National
doubtful
State
would be negligible. It is highly
well and good, but
facilities,
its
and
would
area
Guard
National
that the Kentucky
should be demore than consider such a proposal as the the other thousands of acres
possible
earliest
the
at
surplus
tremenclared
so
be
cost of maintenance would
afdate.
not
could
agency
state
the
dous that
—Union County Advocate
ford occupancy.

You Are The Caretaker

Little Chips
By J. S. H.
Robert Coleman, Inenroei
Everywhere we go there are
signs and more signs, but occa- the Cumberland Presbyterian
sionally we see an eye-catching Church, took Monday off his regone. A truck for sale, parked by
labor for the church
the courthouse on Market street ular job to
a few days ago, had a cardboard on Labor Day. He and about
sign on it with only the words, eight others spent the holiday
"Force Ale." Now, just what did cleaning the church lawn. Not
the fellow, who printed the sign, many of us work on our days off,
so this week's mention of a good
have on his mind?
deed belongs to Mr. Coleman and
• • •
What happens when a force his crew of church workers.
hits an immovable object was There should be many more like
demonstrated to downtown ped- them.
•
estrians Sunday morning. A Coldwell county car started to park
on the courthouse side of Main at.,
but when the driver applied his
brakes, they didn't hold. The car
jumped the curb, passed between
By JANE EADS
the parking meters and ran into
WASHINGTON. --- Though the
the courthouse. No damage was
done, and everybody agreed the center of world power has shifted
driver was a good judge of dis- and this nation has entered promtance after he passed between the inently into world affairs it has
been charged that Americans are
parking poles.
among the worst linguists in the
• • •
is
Fifty years is a long long time, world. "If true, this reproach
to lack of rebut F. A. Hillyard, of Cairo, Ill., less attributable
to imand brother, E. G. Hillyard of this sources and energy than
city, attended his old home town proper instruction and methods,"
S. J.,
church at Flat Rock Sunday for says Dr. Edmund A. Walsh,
the first time in half a century. regent of Georgetown University.
"The living languages have too
The opportunity to attend Flat
as means
Rock Baptist Church came once frequently been taught discipline.
to acquire intellectual
again when Mr. Hillyard visited
oral and
friends and relatives in Caldwell Emphasis upon practical language
written command of a
and Christian counties.
as prerequisite to advanced liter•••
courses is academically quesary
Two Princeton eleven-gearolds have been checking-up on tionable." In itsa stride toward
training of men
their parents' bank accounts,. we strengthening
hear. Poppy Pickering and David and women for professional caPediey walked in the Farmers
National Bank and demanded to
know the balance of their fathers'
account. When this information
was refused them, they strolled
back to the safe and inspected the
hank boxes. So far, nobody knows
why they have become interested
in finances.
• • •
The Leader welcomes Cliff Cox
back home as assistant coach at
Butler High. Cox strayed to
;Florida for a year where he
coached at Vero Beach. A graduate of Western Kentucky College, he coached here from 1939
through 1943.
• • •
Most golfers will agree that six
week'S off the green during the
golfing season is like taking milk
from a baby. Golfers here are
Wondering how Arch Walker, retired druggist, is making out after
missing six weeks of his favorite
game. Arch took a vacation to
visit his old home place near
Lancaster and didn't have an opportunity to go out for a round.
Now, after getting back, he is
tied-up all day on a job at Kuttawa.

Washington
Letter

we. Land lacks fertliity, soil minerals depleted. We have helped erosion to lay
waste. We plant and reap land that cannot
stand it. We have failed in our guardianship. Fortunately there are always more
people becoming interested in trying to
repair the damage of the past, preventing
a continuance of it in the present. But,
with soil, such a program is slow since rebuilding fertile soil and productive ground
is more tedious and takes far longer than
it does to rob it. Since the living of all deSyracuse University's crosspends upon the land, we should consider country
team is unbeaten since
our guardianship.
1946 and Coach Bob Grieve's
— (Providence Journal-Enterprise)
forces have won 12 straight dual
meets.
Syracuse switches to the T
formation this fall under Coach
Floyd Schwartz-walder. B er n I e
According to an article in the Farm ever, as the months wear one, the amount Custis will do the quarterbacking
Journal, "Over the U. S., just about ev- of meat available to each consumer will and, of course, the passing.
erybody is beginning to grow more meat. grow steadily larger.
Ken Heintzelman, star Phillie
This will undoubtedly have a salutary' southpaw, won his first big league
It's a spectacular shift in American agrieffect on the national health. Recent de- start hurling a six-hitter for
culture."
in dietetics indicate that the Pittsburgh in 1937.
velopments
There
responsible.
Various causes are
is a heavy surplus of grain on hand, and average person consumes much less prostorage facilities may become inadequate. tein than he needs for maximum vitaility,
Also, meat promises a good profit and a morale, and alertness. Meat is man's faman produces things when he can see a vorite protein food. One eminent medical
chance to earn something for his labor authority believes that the superiority of
American soldiers in the last war was
and investment.
seen
due to the fact that their diet had
largely
be
won't
Increased meat output
ax*
Iff
g/
all at once. It takes a long time to increase a greater protein content than was given
the cattle population, and substantial per- the troops of other nations. So meat proiods of time for other animals. In meat duction has a definite bearing on our phyproduction, natural laws govern, and no sical well-being as a people. — (Ashland
one has found a way around them. How- Independent)
of design is at

During a soil conservation program over the radio came* these words, "We arp
not the owners, only the guardians of our
lands." We forget this fact. How we treat
our land, what record we shall hand down
to generations to come, is the question before us. As for general living conditions,
Americans can be mighty proud of what
they have accomplished. Inventing, developing and building, we are proud of facts
and figures.
What have we done about the soil that
brings forth food to sustain us that we
may invent, develop and build? Our forefathers were wasteful of land and so are

Literary
Guidepost
THE SURE THING, by Merle
Miller (William Sloane; $3)
An intelligent young man who
loves his country and is eager to
make this a better world takes
a responsible government post in
foreign affairs. A disguised voice
over the telephone arouses his
suspicions. On the way to his office, he suddenly realizes he is
being shadowed. His superior
hopes he can guarantee his past
record for, he warns, he is being
investigated again for security
reasons. His home it invaded by
professional snoopers; they do not
lay a finger on him, but they put
on heavy pressure, trying to
cause trouble with his wife, prying into his political and personal
past.
They know more about him and
his present wife, his second, then
they themselves can remember.
Though their interrogations have
unearthed many admirable qualUnties about him, their files are
filled only with the bad; they
aren't trying to prove him innocent but to condemn him, they
hunt the half-truths which will
cook his goose.
Friends of his after similar investigations have lost their jobs
and been kept from getting
others; but Miller's hero is not
frightened, he is just angry and
•
Middle Eastern languages.
Dr. Walsh, a skilled linguist
who supervised the Army's language and area program at the
University during the war, will
be in general charge.
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Kentucky On The March

Low Salaries
am spending a month at a time on the
farm, gets more than the governor of
Kentucky and members of •the court of
appeals. A girl who works on the photo indexes is paid more than the mayor of Henderson.
When the constitution of Kentucky was
adopted about 54 years ago, five thousand
dollars went as far as four thousand goes
now.
I'm as strongly opposed to squandering
the people's money as anybody who reads
this column. Personally, I think public
spending has us headed for national bankruptcy. But I think salaries of high state
officials and many municipal executives
are something every citizen of the state
ought to be ashamed of.
The stock argument against paying better salaries is that men are gled enough
to get the jobs at current salaries. That's
true, all right. But if his pay were better,
abler persons might seek the offices. A
judge,of the court of appeals seldom seeks
a higher office. His pay is far leas than hi.
would earn as an active practitioner

once apparent in
charming Gorham
Strasbourg ...
wrought by
Gorham silver
craftsmen to grace
your table and
delight you always!
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Will you leave these to your children?

M

EN HAVE 'died

to leave you these 4 symbols

of freedom.

A Naly 11111b11*--symbol of your right to worship as you wish. (First Amendment, U.S. Constitution),

tution).
And a free ballet—your right to choose the
kind of government you want—your protection
against government tyranny. (Article I, U. S.
Constitution),

These things have no meaning in countries
where government controls all—for there the
Individual man or woman controls nothing.
But there are people—both in and out of
government—who are trying to give the U. S.
government control of more and more. "Let
the government start," they say,"by taking over
the basic industries and services--the doctors,
the railroads, the electric light and power com•
panics."
These people don't say they want "Socialism."
They give other reasons for government control,
because they know most Americans 'don't want
Socialism. But when government, moving step
by step, gets enough control, what you want
won't matter. You'll he controlled, too! \rile
freedoms will you be able to pass on to your
children?

THIS LOVELY
GORHAM SM.
LING PATTERN
AT OUR STOP!
TODAY.
e
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A well—freedom to speak or write what
you think, whether you agree with the govern-

per place-setting
including
Fed. Tax.

living but also
ostracism.
In this exciting
noved
the Gestapo or Gopu
FBI that hounds him pui

I)

A doer key—your right to look your 'door
against government force and government prying.
(Fourth ilmenilment, U. S. Constitution)
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determined to fight when
his possible disgrace
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Growing More Meat

The recent primary election focused the
attention of discerning people to the ridiculously low salaries paid many public officials in Kentucky. Henderson picked two
commissioners and a mayor — nomination
means election- and these three men will
be paid a good deal less than letter carriers, the mayor $187.00 a month, the
commissioners $166.66. And they administer a business costing the taxpayers
around $400,000 a year. A veteran letter
carrier gets about $3200 a year or $266 a
month, and he has much less business responsibilities.
And people who oppose better pay for
important executives usually are the first
you will hear questioning the honesty of
. nderpaid officials.
Attempts have been made to get the
Astitution amended to increase the pay
high state officials to more than $5,000.
is far such attempts have failed. I have
nail business with a light turnover and
ve employees. The top hired man, who
rnpetent to run the business when I

.era in the field of foreign languages, Georgetown University's
School of Foreign Service is opening an Institute of Languages and
Linguistics this Full.
Threefold aim of the new institute, believed the only one of its
kind in the country, will be to offer specialized training in languages to conduct creative research in the field of contemporary linguistics and to pursue the
growing quest for improvement In
technical pedagogical aids in the
teaching of languages.
For the first time the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Languages
will be awarded.. Three years of
intensified studies—one normally
to be spent abroad—requiring the
attainment of proficiency in at
least two foreign languages will
be required for the diploma.
Intensified, c6ndensed and repetitive instruction, such as was
used during the war years in
training of overseas service personnel will be used in the institute to give the students as eariy
as possible a practical command
of the languages ;n which he
wishes to specialize. The combined use of standard and new technical devices will permit certain
innovations in methods of instruction toward the same end.
Col. Leon E. Dostert, former interpreter for General Eisenhower
and developer of the systems of
simultaneous interpretation used
at the Nuerenberg trials and at
the United Nations, will be director of the institute. Assisting
him will be Dr. Jean Deny of
Paris, who has been appointed
vice director. Dr. Deny has been
administrator of the famous Ecole
Nationale des Languages Orientales Vivantes in Paris. He is also
a specialist in the Turkish and
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unnecessary to use an imt duling Spring Or Fall
of either grasses or 1e
on a loose seedbed, herons cover the seed staff., in fact, it Is unsafe, as
s are likely to be covered
, especially in the
WALKER HAS IT

Dial 3211

spring. At the Kentucky Expel.i•
ment Station it has been
found a
good practice, where the soil
is
loose, to use a cultipacker
before
sowing the seed. Under
average
conditions, however, the seed is
sown with the grass-seeding att•ichrnent of the drill, when the
nurse crop is sown. The seeds
should fall behind the disks or
among them, rather than in front.
Oripard grass and bluegrass goad
cannot be sown with the grassseeding attachment unless the
seeding is to be very light.
A desirable practice in summer
seeding is to use the cultipacker
before sowing the seed and to
cover with a light harrow. If the
soil is very loose, a plank or
brush is better than a harrow. A
cultipacker with seeding attachment dues exceller,i. seeding on a
dry seed bed. The clover seed
drill gives effective covering if

Choice Grimes Golden apples are now availble. Red Delicious apples will be ready next
eek. Stayman Winesap and Winesap will be
ody latter part of September.
Place your orders now or come and get them
except Sunday. Open 7 a. m. to 5 p. m.
day
ny
one 3185.
estern Kentucky Experiment Substation Farm

the seedbed is fairly firm; otherwise it is difficult to regulate the
depth of the covering.
In sowing alfalfa or other
crops in late summer, the seeding
should be made either when there
Is enough moisture In the soil to
bring the plants up or 80 iittl
that the seeds will not sprout until a rain occurs. Perhaps the latter practice is safer. A fairly
good shower furnishes enoug
moisture to bring up the plant
as a rule. In sowing after a shower, however, the moisture evaporates very rapidly from the stirre
soil and may all be gone before
germination is completed. In such
instances, the sprouted seed usually is destroyed. Rolling the
field after the seeding is done
may prevent the surface soil fro
drying so rapidly •
Commercial fertilizer is one of
the best if not the best material
with which to mix all seeds for
sowing. The seed may be sown
at the proper rate by mixing the
amount of seed desired to sow an
acre with a definite amount of
fertilizer; from 100 to 300 pounds
of fertilizer per acre, and then
sowing the mixture through the
fertilizer attachment of a grain
drill set to sow that amount of
'
HUNGRY BUY
DIGS INTO FOOD: Eight-year-old Ralph Avery
fertilizer.
(above),
who
with his two brothers was found nearly helpless from
Superphosphate or a complete
fertilizer may be used. This me- hunger on a street in Wakefield, Mass., eats at the town infirmary
thod distributes the seed proper- where he was taken by police. The brothers, Paul, 5, who fainted,
ly and furnishes plant food fo and Richard, 10, were taken to a hospital where doctors said they
suffered from malnutrition. The boys' father said he was divorced
the seedlings.
and had lost his home, that he left the boys with a woman while he
Max Bishop, U. S. Naval Aca- worked, and that they all slept in his small truck nights. (AP Wiredemy baseball coach since 1938 photo)
played in three World Series
1929, '30 and '31—with the Phila
del his At tics.

Accidents never happen to your child!

You've read all the books on the care and
feeding of infants. Nothing that will help

keep your baby healthy has been overlooked.
So accidents never happen to your child!

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economies
.,saiiiiiisousisisssi,,,,,,,,,,ia,usisumos,,,i,”lllllI/11011.1MM
With the white potato room
partitioned off the house cellar,
the next consideration is that of
providing a means to ventilate
it, to take care of moisture that
the stored potatoes give off, and
that fortunately automatically
rises.
Thus an "exhaust" must be located at the ceiling, and this may
be merely the cellar window.
However, if the exhaust is to be
effective, an intake must be provided at the floor line, an opening whose a-ea in square inches
is that of the floor in square feet.
This may be cut through the door
as near the bottom as possible, or
enough of the bottom edge could
be cut off to provide sufficient
opening. In either even, means
should be provided to close the
opening when not needed.
Or if the cellar window had
more than one pane, both could
be removed, and from one opening a stack (6-inch stove-pipe)
should extend outwards and upoutlet. From the other paneopening, extending inwards and
down to within about 6 inches of
the floor, a similar arrangement
should be provided, through
which fresh (and heavier) air
would be led from the outside.
During ventilating, both vents
should be opened, but arranged
to be closed tight, between times.
Such a potato cellar could be
warmed, wintertime, by opening
both vents for short intervals at
noon, or in summertime, cooled
by opening the vents at sundown, to fill with night air, and
clo,ed tight at sun-up.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century. wrote them.
August 30, 1929. Miss Sula Nall her parents near Fredonia, has SOIL GOES DOWN GULLEY
DES MOINES--(AP)--A drais in St. Louis this week study- returned home. Miss Robert Lee
matic example of what happens
Mg the prevalent fashions and Beck, who has also been with her
purchasing a stock of good for parents for the past few months, to soil during heavy rains was
shown while soil technicians
the Eliza & Sula Nall Dry Goods will leave next week for MumEstablishment. She will be ab- fordsville, Ky., where she, will were preparting for a recent field
day on the Mable P. Jurgenson
isent for several days, during hold a position in the city schools.
farm near Marshalltown.
which time her efficient sales
The technicians were working
force will conduct the business.
September.
3, *1919. Mrs. Mary in a gully where
a tile outlet dam
Miss Sula's distinctive sense of Simpson, of Cedar Bluff, was the
was being constructed for the
good taste assures her patrons of victim of a painful accident Satjust the right thing in dress ac- urday, when she had the misfor- central Iowa farm field day. They
found that slightly more than two
cessories and dainty garments.
tune to stick a ne le in her foot,
and a halp feet of'top sail had
'necessitating the ervice of a
August 30, 61929. Rev. Ray Wig- physician. Dr. W. I Morse ren- eroded into the gully.
When the workmen finished
ginton filled his appointment at dered surgical aid nd the usual
Sullivan, Sunday, Rev. Guy measures to prey nt complica- digging the foundation for the
dam, the original ground level
Moore accompanied him.
tions.
was clearly defined. The soil was
• • •
• •
black in color while that in the
August 30, 1929. Miss Sallie
September 3, 1929. Mr. Hyla
Woolf, Scott Station, spent Sun- Mohon, of the local telephone two and a half feet next to the
day afternoon with Mrs. F. F. management, has returned with surface was brown.
Jones. ,
his family from a two weeks' va• • •
cation in the Ozark Mountains
August 30, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. and other points, and reports a
Klon Pickering and little dough-. big time. While away, the buster, Klondean, of Chicago, Ill., are iness of the local exchange and
visiting friends and relatives at the entire district was conducted
Scott Station.
in a most satisfactory manner by
the clever office force.
August 30,S19/9. ;Ars. Clay Rice
and son Wickliff Crider left Sun• GOOD QUALITY
Charlie Keller of the Yankees
day for their home in Philadelhas a 306 batting average for 19 • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
phia, Penn., they had spent sevWorld Series games. Among his
eral weeks here as the guests of
22 hits were five home runs.
*GOOD VALUE
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Howerton. Mr.
and Mrs. Howerton and James
• • IN GOOD TASTE
NO WAIT
Landes accompanied them to
Call It Fit
NO WORRY
Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. HowPrompt. Sate •
NO REGRET
erton will visit the eastern marSEATO
MOVIIII
kets while away.
•
• Agenit I. CLIPPIR ye. ti....i.c
• • •
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
August 30, 1929. Miss Sophine
Contact
Beck of Stockton, Calif., who has
JAMES D MASHBURN
spent the summer months with Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.

NOW
SHOWING
Further Adventures Of Po And Ma Kettle!

Laff.filled Sequel to "The Egg and I"
FRESH FROM
"THE EGG AND I"

in new, hilarious
adventures

Richard

LONG
mov RANDALL
Ft.,ry ANTRIM

ADDED JOY
CARTOON- MUSICAL WESTERN - NEWS

SMILEY BURNME
PLUS! . . . COMEDY OF CAMPUS CUT-UPS!

SUN & MON., SEPT. 11-12
marcarawromagesmor
minws.
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NOW OP
seeeereers

taste
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BAYER •BOISER•MacRAE
ifeg4r*
Vela

EXTRA
EXTRA
EXTRA
Football Fans! See Gridiron Great in Action!

"PIGSKIN SKILL"
A Stranger in Town ...
Where Strangers
This mother thought she was a good mother,
too. But suffocation snuffed out the life of
ter child because she didn't know how to

Aren't Welcome •

guard against it. If there is a baby in your
home, consult with your family physician on
ways to prevent suffocation.

Agnes MOOREHEAD
Burl IVES
GUINN"Big Boy'
WILLIAMS
REGIS TOO1AEY
Isms and scolds kill and injure
more children 1 to 14 years of
11To than any othw type of accident. Check your horn* for daisger spots Use the inner burner
of the stove for boiling.

little boys Ilk, guns. It's up to
you to roe to it that firearms are
safely stored where curious fingers can't reach. Accidents with
firearms kill hundreds and wound
thousands every year.

As(Adel pub1k sank, saw
sag* Prs9erna
by rhe Advertising Corona
In cooperation with Tbsi
Narienol &defy Council.

THIL ADVIRTISIMINT IS PUSLISNID IN TN@ PUBLIC INTIM? IT

MORGAN'S
PRINCETON CREAMERY
CORNER DRUG STORE
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
B. N; LUSBY CO.

looks and feels like Cashmere, Your
• —.04..s.s•le,
year 'round companion comes in
marvelous colors. Sizes 34 to 40.

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

SCENES
FROM 25
FAMOUS HITS!
100 STARS
IN ACTION!
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rainy days.
The gelding was purchased at
the Lexington Sales by nudge F.
V. Barbour.
"The horse has considerable
promise," says Richards. " The
tube is removed daily for sterilization. At night, or when the
horse is resting, the opening on
the tube is closed and he breathes
normally."
Ballawee has been campaigning at Dale Park in Henderson.

Mr. and Mrs. John Phelps and Burkluw.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crider, Chidaughter, Suzanne, of Lexington,
spent the holidays with his father, cago, returned home Monday
F M. Phelps, and other relatives. after spending last week with her
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell and
Paducah, were Sunday afternoon Mr. Yandell.
J. C. Butts Frankfort, spent the
guests of her parents, Mr. and
week-end with his parents, Mr.
Mrs. C. T. Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cheater Miller and Mrs. John Butts.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and son, Danny, have returned to
their home in Wichita, Kansas, Coy Moore Sunday were: Mr. and
after a visit with her parents, Mrs. Paul Moore and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan, Mrs. Bonita, and Mrs. Arnold BurkaFeagan accompanied them home, lew and son, Stevie, Princeton.
Mrs. Jim Blackburn and Mrs.
where she will spend two weeks
vacation.
Reginald Phelps visited their
Mr. and Mrs. Bolin Robison, brother, Gordon Moore, who is a
Loinaville, visited Miss Georgia patient in a Nashville hospital,
Boaz and Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and
Boaz during the holidays.
a
Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous, Mrs. Essie Rucker attended
Louisville, is the guest of her Rucker reunion at the home of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Nuckols in
Young.
Princeton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wickliffe Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon have
New York, and Mrs. J. T. Moore, received word that their son, Cpl.
Clay, were Sunday dinner guests Frank Harmon has arrived in
Friedburg, Germany. Cpl. Harof Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice.
Miss Edna Baker, Murray spent mon is in the occupational forces
the week-end with her parents, fair two years service in Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Lenorice Baugh
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- and family, Dunmore, were relor left Sunday for their home in cent visitors in the home of Mrs.
Lansing, Mich,. after spending Allie Bugg and Mr. and Mrs.
two weeks vacation with her Dave Perkins.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
Mr. Fred Rucker and Mr. Fred
Bennett. Mr. Taylor is connected Hayes, Chattanooga, Tenn., and
with the Lansing Business Uni- W. A. Rucker, Riverside, Calif.,
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
versity as head of the accounting were
Noble Parris and Mrs. Essie
department.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers, and Rucker during last week.
daughters, Sharon arid Phyllis,
Mrs. Jim Ray is very ill at her
Miss Agnes Rogers atiff Mrs. Re- home here, suffering with hay
becca Rogers visited Mrs. Opha fever.
Dearing in Dawson Springs,
Members of the Fredoina
Sunday.
P.T.A served dinner to the school
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell faculty at a teacher's meeting and
and Mr. Ed. Maxwell, Franklin, Field Day Saturday.
Ohio, were Tuesday dinner guests
Miss Patsy Wigginton, Evansof Miss Imogene Wigginton.
ville, is spending vacation with
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. her parents Mr. and Mrs. Gillam
L. B. Young Monday were: Mr. Wigginton, of Crider.
and Mrs. Charles Young, EvansMr. and Mrs. Jim Blackburn
ville and Mrs. Lee Beck and and family have moved to the
daughters, Judy and Susy, Chica- S. D: Loyd farm south of town,
go.
which Mr. Blackburn will operMr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts and ate.
sons. Evansville, spent the weekMr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner
end with her mother, Mrs. Lee and sons, Phillip and John H.,

HENDERSON, KY,- -Ballawee
is a 3-year-old gelding short on
wind but long on courage.
The Balladier-Willowee thoroughbread races with a silver
plated brass trachea tube in his
throat. And he's hard to beat on
the track.
After two operations to improve his wind, Trainer Marry
Richards of Lexington, Ky., obtained,the tube from Ireland, his
former home. The operation involved the removal of two or
three cartilages in the horse's
windpipe for the insertion of the
tube.
The gadget fits through an
opening in the windpipe. It is
like a T-joint in a plumbing fixture. The T portion of the pipe
extends up and down in the windpipe with the base of the T coming through the opening In the
neck where it is fitted with a
round metal plate. The plate has
a shutter that can be closed when
the horse isn't exercising or racing.
To date Ballawee has raced
COMMANDER: George N. Craig, Brazil, Ind., acknowledfour times and shows one vicges the cheers of his fellow Legionnaires after he was elected nationtory, a second and a third. His
al commander, at Philadelphia. At left is the 40-year-old lawyer's
only time out of the money was
first
the
became
Craig
identified.
not
is
son, John. Woman at right
at Riverdowns near Cincinnati
World War H veteran to head the huge veterans' organization. (AP
when it is believed that rain inWirephoto)
terfered with his breathing.
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes,
Trainer Richards is very careMorganfield, w er e week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vin- Mrs. Kelly Landes, Mrs. W. M. ful about conditions when he
Young and Mrs. Beulah Howerton enters his charge. A muddy track
son.
could cause trouble if a clump
Mrs. Hattie McMurray and were in Paducah, Friday.
were to be thrown against
Mrs. Lee Beck and daughters. of mud
Mrs. Earnest Rash, Madisonthe windpipe opening. He avoids
ville, and Mrs. Tom Young, Prin- Judy and Susy, Chicago, are racing the gelding on humid or
her
with
ceton, were guests of Mrs. Nellie spending vacation
father, L. B. Young and Mrs.
E. Bunton, Wednesday.
Mrs. Mattie Rice and Mrs. Essie Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess and
Rucker were dinner guests of
Mrs. Kell y Bradshaw were in
Mrs. W. B. Conway Tuesday.
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Dorroh, Evansville Thursday attending
Cincinnati, Ohio, were guests of the races.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton, J.
Mrs. Nellie Bunton Thursday
E. Boone, Jr., and Roy Ashby atafternoon.
Mrs. W. B. Conway, Billy Jo tended the DuQuoin, Ill. Fair,
Donald Conway, John Thursday.
and
The family of F. M. Phelps held
Hughes and Mrs. Mattie Rice
a reunion at the home of his
were in Evansville Wednesday.
daughter', Mrs. Orville Prowell,
and Mr. Prowell's Sunday.
NEW!
Mrs. Hewlett Davis Miami, Fla.,
is visiting her father, W. F.
young.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Quertermous have moved to their recently purchased home known as the
Ed Stinnett home, on Marion
Rugged,compact,
road. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hearod
low-pricedl Full-sized
have moved to the house vacated
duplicating area. Manually'
by Mr. and Mrs. Quertermous
operated. Produces
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Benlegible copies In dense
nett were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
block Of color. For use
Ira C. Bennett in Kuttawa, Friwith all makes of suitable
day evening.
duplicating products.
stencil
C. T. Henson received word
Corn* in or call.
Monday of the death of his brother, John Henson, at his home in
D. HAPPY CO.,
Ashland City, Tenn.
704 S. Main St.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
HOPHINSVILLE
Sam Howerton attended the
Farmer-Carter wedding at the
First Baptist church in Princeton
last Thursday morning.
Mrs B. E. Andrews, Nashville,
spent Thursday as guest of Mrs.
Montclair brand ... adds a fresh look to
T. R. Akridge.
every room. Styled with plain hem ruffle
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker
visited Earl Hurst, who is a patand matching tiebacks; each side 42x90
ient in the Crittenden County
inches. White, Peach, Yellow, Pink
hospital, in Marion, Sunday., Mr.
Hurst is a brother-in-law of Mrs.
Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Freeman
Size
and daughters, Judy and Nancy,
of St. Louis, spent the week-end
with his mother, Mrs. Docia Freeman.

n

Dream Prediction
MELBORNE—(A1')- A school
bus driver, J. C. Doherty, had a
troubled dream The other night.
He dreamed a rear wheel of his
bus fell oft
Next day he checked all four
wheels on his bus. His journey to
_
the school was uneventful.
But another of the school's
buses had an accident. A rear
wheel came off. No one was injured.

North Carolina State
15 home basketball
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niversary gar
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"
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SEED — FERTILIZERS — EQUIPMENT
VETCH
CRIMSON CLOVER
ALFALFA
BLUE GRASS
GRASS
ORCHARD
FESCUE
KY. 31
VIGO
CLOVER
WHEAT
LADINO
CLOVER
WHITE
TOP
RED
BARLEY
BEARDLESS
TIMOTHY
BALBOA RYE

We Have A Small Stock Of Metal
Roofing In Some Sizes
BARBED WIRE
STEEL POSTS
BONE BUILDER

A.B.DICK

MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE
2 ROW CORN PICKERS
AVERY A and B TRACTORS
DISCS
ELEVAORS

B. F. AVERY
U and R TRACTORS
GRAIN DRILLS
MOWERS
PLOWS

HOWARD

School Togs That Can Take It
SCHOOL DRESSES
FAST COLOR PRINTS

The best "catgut" comes from
the intestines of lean, ill-fed
sheep, horses or mules.

Cotton Chevroneffe
36-Inch Wide

36-Inch Cretonne
Easy-to-Sew!

50c yd.

COTTON ANKLETS
Fancy and Plain Colors

Cotton Scrim Sets

98c yd.

For slip covers and drapes.
Ivy plaid stripes or garden
pattern in green, black, eggshell, gray.

19 x 42 top with percale
trim and matching tiebacks.
50-inch
valance,
19x34-inch sash. All colors.

BOYS' DRESS
TROUSERS

Lively American beauty
rose pattern, brilliant with
color! Green, black, grey,
natural.

$3.95

Sheer and Lovely
Lace Curtains
Tailored Panels
Always-So-Smart
4
Generous 42x90-inch length
with ample heading and
hem. They make your windows look rich and luxurious. Get yours now at
this low price!

Rich eggshell color.. sheer
and

luxurious! Ideal for

7-12

All Leather
SHOE

NEW LOT
BALLET SLIPPERS

Leather sole and middle sole

GREEN - TAN - BLACK
All sizes 4 to 10

0
Size 6 to 12

LEADING

HOME FURNISHERS"

SPECIAL BUY

.95
and $4

GETS TO THE BOTTOM OF
THE COLD FLOOR PROBLEM

-1101PRINSVILLE'9
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0-Acre Island Offered
or Sale By Uncle Sam
•ALMINGTON, Del.; Uncle
.tould like to sell the 50-studded spit of land in
tree
,,
Delaware River called Reedy
The island originally was
mean quarantine station for
Port of Philadelphia.
Collins,
Not long agofshelby D.
,car-old Port Penn contrac,tfered $7.000 for the island.
,,vernment turned it down
-realistic."
„ns wanted everything;
down or not. His bid inthe land, an office build,irracks, hospital building,
,Lion and mess hall, carpenstorage buildings, water
, and pump houses, whar„lit water fire mains and
ins containing 200 tons left

py the Navy.
The Army, now custodian of
the property, said Collins must
be
Joking. Collins replied his
offer
still goes. He admits, however, he
doesn't know what he'd do
with
the island if he ever got it.
Reedy Island originally belonged to the State of Delaware.
The
U. S. got the land as a gift in
1843.
Now Delaware refuses to take
it
back.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service was asked to accept the
island as a bird refuge. The service said it didn't think the birds
would like it.The Navy was in possession for
a year or so before the end of
World War II but surrendered it
as soon as Japan surrendered.

Dead Stock
WANTED
up

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge

and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
doily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Phone 3698

Princeton, Ky.

When In Hopkinsville
Make

Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmosphere
Always Visit Us When In Town

Wood's Drug Store
Phone 7

Hopkinsville

Kitchen Changes
Save Work And Time

term were also cut there. Wilson
J. Mitchell, assistant in forestry,
A F. Brown of Casey county stated that 9,745 board feet of
has cut at lest 50,000 board feet lumber were tecently marked for
of lumber groin his woodland in cutting.
The past 20 years. His house, barn
and four outbuildings were built
from home-grown lumber. Most
of the fence posts used on the

Building Material
Furnished By Farm

Homemakers in Southern Madison and Roekcastle counties are
finding that small improvements
in their kitchens often mean big
savings in work or time. Here
are some of the ideas gained
from a storage lesson, and reported to Mrs. Letta W. Jasper,
home agent.
Mrs. C. G. Stewart covered all
shelves with linoleum far easier
cleaning, added racks to cabinet
doors for spices and small supplies and made three step-shelves
for added shelf space in cupboards. Mrs. Edgar Shivel placed
hooks on The inside of cabinet
doors for hanging measuring
cups singly, with a handy memo
pad and pencil nearby. Mrs. Clay
Colson placed cup hooke at eye
level on a cupboard door for
hanging the recipe card being
used, and Mrs. B. F. Humfleet
sealed cracks and corners of
drawers for meal and flour by
brushing them inside with melted paraffin.

When Caldwell county farmers visited Raymond Stiroube in
the Hobson community they saw
several results of good farming
methods. There was a 22-acre
field of corn planted on the con- to 50 pigs annually. This yeam
tour with terraces which, it is he used two sloping farrowing
estimated, will produce 100 bu- houses without the loss of a pig,
shels to the acre where Only 20 although two sows usually mash
bushels were 'harvested 15 years three to four pigs out of each
ago. They also saw well-built litter.
Farm Agent R. A. Mabry resodded waterways and good pasports that Mr. Stroube also has a
ture and hay crops.
In his livestock program, Mr. flock of 30 ewes which grossed
Stroube has 12 grade Guernsey about $30 a ewe,
cows which averaged almost S -000 pounds of milk and 400
pounds of butterfat last year. All
the cows were raised on the
farm. Through the use of good
registered bulls and by saving
the best heifers, herd production
was raised from an average of
250 pounds of 'butterfat and 5,000
pounds of milk to its present
level.
ARIATION OF OLD THEME: A mean old Georgia mule bites WilMr. Stroube also keeps four
ke Garrison, 7, in the tummy And this is the second time "Bill"--Right now the island is in that's the mule---has bitten Willie, at Atlanta,
Ga. Bill sank his teeth sows from which he markets 40
charge of John Mitchell, a care- Into Willie's right arm (note bandage), shook him and flung him
taker appointed by the Army in several feet. Willie was treated for severe mule bite. Atlanta Journal
January, 1948. With Mitchell are Photographer Tom Aldred, assigned to illustrate the story, asked
Willie to walk past the mule so he could get a picture---and just look
his wife, two children and a dog. what happened.
Only this time it only pinched hard---no damage.
During the last 55 years the (AP Wirephato.)
U. S. has spent between $400,000
and $500,000 on the jungle-like
strip. The island lies 20 miles
south of Wilmington and 40 miles
from Philadelphia.
So far Collins is the only perDawson Road
son who has shown interest in the
•
property.
By BILL JOHNSTON
the 1946 finals to Stranahan 1-up.
"I helped put the first stick of
SPOKANE, Wash.---Marvin H. "That was the best golf and
lumber on the place in 1893,” Col(Bud) Ward has 45 golf trophies the most exciting match I ever
lins says, "but don't ask me what
and medals. Now he is going after played," he says.
it's good for today.
"A duck flies by once in a some cash.
He also got a lot of satisfacwhile in the fall or winter and
The two-time national amateur tion---and no cash--- from beating
some folks have caught a musk- champion decided to cash in his Ben
Hogan and Lawson Little on
rat or two there but that's all.
We Do All Kinds of Mechanichip shots and took a job as prothe
same
day in the San Fran'I'd like to have the buildings, fessional at Great Falls, Mont.
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
cisco open in 1938.
because some of them are in pret"You can't eat medals," he says.
Through
the
years
of
golfing
ty good shape but it would take
He will have the prettiest of
a tugboat and a barge and a crevit them made into a bracelet for his and serving as secretary of the
of men to move them to the main- wife. He takes a more personal in- Spokane Athletic Round Table,
Ward has mellowed considerably.
land."
terest in the first $75 check he
DILLINGHAM in charge
got as a professional for placing At one time, to put it mildly, he B. F.
never was noted for his discreFranz Joseph Haydn composed in a recent open tournament.
tion. His undiplomatic descripof shop—
more than 400 major compositions
"I felt like framing the thing,"
tions of some of the nation's golf
during his lifetime.
he says.
courses and his squelching of reNathmiel Hawthorne enjoyed
For years now Bud has been
"The Comple!e Paint Store"
Call 2408 to Get Your
no success as a writer until he was collecting "low amateur" medals porters brought him a bad press
at
times.
45 years old.
in tournaments and watching pros
Phone
Car and Delivery
There was the time he was
he defeated divide the dividends.
playing before a hushed gallery
In 1939, for example, Ward
in Spokane. Suddenly, as Ward
scored 285 in the national open in
started to putt, the radio of a poPhiladelphia. It was the lowest
lice car parked on the course
score ever fired by an amateur in
a national open, and just one started to blare "Calling car 26."
Bud whirled toward the startled
stroke behind Byron Nelson,
officer in the car.
Craig Wood and Denny Shute
"Turn that thing off," he dewho tied for first
manded.
Ward was a member of the U.
The cop did, too
S. Walker cup team in Scotland
in 1938 when he shot a 67 to
break Bobby Jones' course record
at St. Andrews, and again in 1047.
He won the national amateur
title in 1939 and 1941 and the
We are closing out our stock on Porter Paints at
western amateur in 1940, 1941 and Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
1947. He wanted to turn pro in
1941, but the war came along.
"Those four years in the service
Outside White Paint contains 42 percent white lead.
might have cost me around $25,000 apiece---provided I had conSEE US FOR YOUR PAINT
tinued playing as well as before
I signed up," he said. "But I don't
feel badly about it--not when
CALL St
fellows like Joe DiMaggio were
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
missing out on $50,000 or more a
Complete Insurance Serv,ce
year."
111 W. Market St.
Back from the war, Ward showed he could still play golf by
winning the 1947 western amateur in Des Moines from Frank
Stranahan of Toledo. He lost in

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

PREVENT COSTLY REPAIR
PAINTTODAY•USE

Princeton Motor
Sales

TRUCK & IMPLEMENT ENAMEL

Buick Sales &
Service

Mc Gough Paint & Wallpaper Store

Prescriptions A
Specialty

2585

ATTENTION!
PROPERTY OWNERS
WHOLESALE PRICES

ALTON 14.
TEci'y'PLPTON

Hodge Motor Sales

ELECTRIC
GENERAL
Space Maker REFRIGERATOR
Racked with practical
conveniences you'll use every
day • • . such as the wonderful butter
conditioner and sliding shelf.

SOIL GOES DOWN GULLY
DES MOINES (R) A dramatic example of what happens to
soil during heavy rains was
shown while soil technicians were
preparing for a recent field day
on the Mable P. Jurgenson farm
near Marshalltown .
The technicians were working
in a gully where a tile outlet dam
was being constructed for the
central Iowa farm field day. They
found that slightly more than
two and a half feet of top soil
had eroded into the gully.
When the workmen finished
digging the foundation for the
dam, the original ground level
was clearly defined. The soil was
black in color while that in the
two and a half feet next to the
surface was brown.
The first U. S. patent for an ice
efrigerator was issued in 1803.

One-third more refrigerated
food-storage space than in older
models—in the same 600r apace.

of dependgbibty

HOPKINSVILLE

The famous General Electric
sealed-in refrigerating system gives
ral loot years of dependable service More
than 2,000,000 GE Refrigerators have been
IS liet 10 years or longer.

wicarson
Electric
You can put your confidence in General

NOTICE TO VOTERS
Registration Books Close Friday, Sept. 9th.,1949.
To be legally qualified to vote in the General Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st., birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 8th., 1949.
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

Nov. 8th.; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 6th.; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Nov. 8th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

for

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
Phone 2081

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

COUNTY COURT CLERK.
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Mr. and Mrs. Corbett Ladd, Leader
Congratulates
Hawthorne Street, and Jack DunMr. and Mrs. James Fleming,
ning, of Pleasant Grove, recently Owensboro, on the birth of a
The Faithful Workers Sunday
toured Northern Illinois and Mis- daughter, August 26, at Our Lady
School Class of White Sulphur
souri. They returned via Mon- of Mercy Hospital. Mrs. Fleming
NOTE; Please call No. 2141 and give Items for this Page to whoever answers the phone.
Baptist Church met at the home
to expedite handling
tauk, Mo., on Current River, is the former Annabelle Jones,
of the news.
of Mrs. Robert Fralick, Fredonia,
where they visited the fish hatch- daughter of Mrs. Louise Jones,
7:90
p. m.
Tuesday night, at
heart's
When
high
the
season
jade,
pie
of
ery,
and also Round Springs, Mo. and granddaughter of Mr. and
Late Summer Song
The devotional, conducted by
The flutter of stills by darkness
has wasted away;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Cann, Mrs. W. L. Davis, Plum street.
What can we say when the sumMrs. Robert Fralick, was as fol- Munfordville, spent last weekdriven,
M/Sgt. and Mrs. J. A. Mesarls,
There must be a book that harmer is over,
Lighting the flowers the trellis lows; song, 'To The Wolic;" pray- end with Mrs. John Wylie, West Owensboro, on the birth of a son,
bors it there,
er, Mrs. James Sons; song, "Close Main
The beautiful summer with frag- A book on my table, the shelf
of heaven.
street. They also visited Gil- Anthony Allen, August 31, at
What can we whisper now, lov- To Thee"; prayer, Feline Paris; bertsville Dam while here.
rance of clover,
Princeton Hospital. Mrs. Mesaris
by the stair.
Fralick;
Mrs.
scripture,
Robert
er to lover?
The fire of the rose, the shape I shall blow off the dust, I shall
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Dear- is the former June Yates, daughHim.
For
"I'll
Live
song,
and
Is there no word when the sumof the petal,
turn every page;
in, Chicago, Ill., spent Labor Day ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates,
For the next month, the class week-end
mer is over?
The bronze September air the Surely some word has been left
with Mr. J. E. Akers, Madisonville street. Sergeant
will study the life of David.
color of metal • • •
by a sage • • •
Mr. W. C. Sparks, Mr. Powell Mesaris was formerly with the
After a brief business session,
The laughter of waters that wore Left by a lover as lonely as I, Mrs. Moore Hostess
E. Oldham and Bill Sparks spent Army Recruiting office here.
the group adjourned to meet with
down the stone?
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clifton
Who loved the glad surninen,
a day in Oklahoma City, Okla.,
To
Bridge
McCarthy,
Club
Charlie
at
Mrs.
7:30
What can we say when the sumwho feasted his eye
last week. They made the trip via Conger, Kuttawa, on the birth
Mrs.
p.
m.,
Willard
Tuesday.
Moore
was
hostess
mer is gone?
of a son, Ralph Scott, born SatOn the butterfly's wing, the patplane from Nashville, Tenu.
to members of her bridge club at
Refreshments were served to
There must be a word that a
tern it made,
at Riverside
Mr. and Mrs. Al Chapin, Sel- urday, Sept. 3
her
on
home
West
following
Mesthe
members:
Market
street,
lover can say
The laurel's deep valley a ternmer, Tenn., spent several days Hospital Paducah. Scottie weighFriday night, Sept. 2.
dames Sons, Frank Young, Fralast week with her parents, Mr. ed 6 lbs and 8 ounces. Mrs. ConMembers present wer e Mes- lick, William Rogers, McCarthy,
Mrs. Hampton Nichols, E. ger is the former Juanita Scott,
and
dames Jim Walker, Maytie Jones, Edward Young, Pauline Paris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. RoysGordon Glenn, Conway Lacey, C. Mrs. Henry and Donald Fralick Market street,
Twyman Boren, son of Mr. and ter Scott, Eddyville.
H. Jaggers, Thomas Lacey, Bill were visitors.
Mrs. Lewis Boren, Eagle street,
Childress, Cooper Crider and
Mrs. Earl Smith and daughter,
has enrolled at Western State
John Mctrgan.
Ann, of Kirkwood, Mo., have
Bowling
College,
Green, for the
Visitors were Mesdames Hewbeen the recent guests of her parcoming year.
lett Morgan, Hillery Barnett, Ralents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCasMiss
Lucille
Couch
has
returnph Randolph and Howard Mclin, and family, West Main street.
Lady For Alteration Work,
Mr. .and Mrs. Allan G. Hub- ed to Louisville to continue teachGough,
bard, West Main street, spent last ing music at Okalona School afBroiled tomatoes and altossed
First prize was won by Mrs.
week-end with their son, Dr. and ter spending the summer with green salad are delicious accomPart or Full Time
John Morgan; and second, Mrs.
Mrs. G. Baker Hubbard and sons, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John paniment for many
creamed
Thomas Lacey. Mrs. Howard McJackson, Tenn.
Couch.
dishes—dried beef, tuna, chicken.
Gough won the visitor's prize and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schultz,
Mrs. Conway Lacey, bingo prize.
of Paducah, visited her parents,
A salad course was served by
Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery
the hostess.
West Main street, last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hope, Jr.,
Miscellaneous Shower
and Miss Betty Hope, of Birmingham, Ala., visited his parents,
Honors Newlyweds
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Todd Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hope, Sr.,
were honored at a miscellaneous West Main street, last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Williams
shower Wednesday night, Aug.
31, at the home of her parents, and daughter, of Belvedere, Ill.,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wynn, La- were week-end guests of Mr. and
masco. Mrs. Todd is the former Mrs. Charlie Williams, Washington street.
Joyce Wynn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. McCameY
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dyer and sons, Bobby and and Mrs. R. H. Akin, of Memphis,
Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Tenn., will arive Saturday for a
Lacey, Mr. and Mrs. Fay Gres- visit with Mrs. Claude O. Akin,
ham, Mr. and Mrs. Porter Gres- Washington street, and other
ham, gr. and Mrs. Hayden Mur- friends.
Mrs. T. H. Young is visiting Dr
phy and son, Bobby, Mr. and Mrs.
J .T. Kilgore and children, Ken- and Mrs. J. W. Steger, Ft
neth, James Thomas and Frances Thomas, this week.
Mrs. Alma King, Ft. LauderLee, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Lewis and
children, Frankie and baby, Mr. dale, Fla., is visiting friends and
and Mrs. Ormand Oliver, Mr. relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. James Stamm and
and Mrs. J. T. Wynn and Children,
David, Brenda Louise and Doug- children, Hattie and Greg, of
las_Edward, Mrs. Hular Wynn, Boulder City, Nevada, have been
Mrs, Clyde Kilgore, Mrs. Mae the guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. T.
Faughn, Mrs. Tillman Gray, Mrs. Humphries and Mr. and Mrs.
Eural Cotton and children, Ken- Claude B. Wood, Route 3.
Mrs. A. M. Luttrell has returnneth and Dathel, Mrs. Lisetta
Cummins and children, Ginger ed to her home in Brookville,
and Joetta, N. C. Oliver, Mr. and Fla., after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Wynn, Anna Lots Mrs. Claude Wood and Mrs. HenWynn, Miss Joyce Thompson and ry Curry, Greenville. Mrs.'Curry
the honorees.
is a sister of Mrs. O'Hara.
Sending gifts were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood
Mrs. George Drennan, Mr. and and Mr. and Mrs. R. T. HunphMrs. Dallas Thompson, Mrs. Rus- ries and daughters, Ann and Resell Smith, Mr. Harvey Cummins becca, were Labor Day week-end
and daughter, Annie, Mr. and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh
AND
Mrs. W. M. Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Dozier and James Graves O'Hara,
Cecil Wynn, Mrs. Norval Wynn, at Benton, Ill. The group attendis 820 on your dial (FM 104.1)8 a.m. to 9 a.m."Broakfast
Mr. and Mrs. li. E. Thompson, ed the Duquoin Fair at Duquoin,
Mrs, Kate Gray, Mrs. Louise KilAskfor it either way.
... both
gore, Mrs. Bettye Burchett, Mrs.
Mrs. N. S. Boureois, New OhLois Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. leans, La., spent last week with trade-marks mean the tame thing.
Litchfield ,Mr. and Mrs. Cash her brother, Mr. Claude B. Wood,
Holloway, Miss Busch Cummins, Mrs. Wood and her father, Mr.
gOTTLFD UNDER AUIPIORITY OP TP15 COCA-COLA COMPANY ItY
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Johnson and J. B. Wood at Linwood Farm,
PlOPKINSVILLE COCA•COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Chambers. Route 3.
0 1949, tee Coco•Colo Company
Refreshments were iced coolMr. and Mrs. Robert H. Mizell,
ade, sandwiches, ice cream and Franklin street, are visiting their
cake.
daughter, Mrs. Gerald Winters,
and Mr. Winters at West Point,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wiedemeyer N.Y.
and son, of Sheffield, Ala., visitMr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
ed Mrs. Wiedemeyer's mother, and Mrs. Fred Taylor attended
Mrs. E. N. Crayne, N. Jefferson, the funeral of Mr. Frank Taylor
last week.
in Providence Wednesday.

Mrs. Fralick Hostess
To S. S. Class

WANTED!

NEW LOW PRICES
Gibson Offers A Tractor
For Every Farm Job

—ALSO
Rubber Tired Farm Wagon
From $50 to $100
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SEWELL GARAGE

Sport Jackets

When It's Time To Eat
It's Time To Refresh

J. C. Penney Co.

Glowing
and burn
vice — B
design fo
practical,
lish table
5-piece p

DRIVE I-N-7

AT YOUR
,
FAVORITE GROCERY

ENJOY BETTER MEALS WITH

Wait Till You
Wear these Jackets of
18.50 Cords, Gabardine
and Wools. - -

Casual Slacks
Well-tailored - - - All Wool
Gabardines - - - Tweeds
and Cords - - -

Stusbeamnvad
r...

PARKER HOUSE COFFEE

WOOD BROS.

So cool
Atoll,
these I
favorit

"Dad 'n Lad Store"

know,teacher

We ha

For Fall's Sport

cupied
St., an
where
courte

Duds,..Pussyfoot
Dudes byWerillart:
.Artstomoor stagham Is assorted
*elm. Loa'

AAA to 8

Sizes 4's to 16's

GADABOUT SUPREME
Looking for a coat that has everythIng? Look no farther.
Here's a dashing Zip Lined Coat of warm Nottingham Tweed
that's scientifically processed by "Cravenette" to shed showers. This ideal all weather coat is a new fashion celebrity for
Fall, Winter, Spring. It's making fashion news! Tailored perfectly for any age. Brown or Gray Nottingham Tweed with
"Jack Frost Inner Lining." A splendid buy. Sizes 10 to 20.

7.95

1.49 to 1.98

'Dyna-mode," sensational new
sole treatment, dresses up the
popular sport shoe of the
season .. adds

nee sport shirt
is always the right answer
•

pe
different touch

I'

1

He'll go to the head of the class wearing Kaynee'st
smartly styled sport shirts. Kaynee wins high
honors with wise mothers for expert
tailoring, long wearing fabrics and their good
conduct under soap and water treatment

Sure as shootld
fashion in this crepe
sole shoe...closed at the side with a bright, shining
buckle ... saddle stitched for an extra western
touch. Available in sage green, oxblood red and ,

saddle tan.

House Of Fah ion
Ho kinsville, K

your comfortable

AAA to B

Weals
age sh

better

rsday, Septepber 8, 1949.
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omemaker News
„i Verna Latzek, specialist
the University of Kentucky,
the Pennyroyal District
,rig leaders that this year
'.ettion spot light is on fab„nd details of line, at the
Lng school held in Provi.„. August 31. A complete retrends and cloth, of style

ing, including hints on accessories was given for the fall and
winter season.
Clothing leaders from Caldwell county present were Mrs.
Herb Williams, Mrs. William
Coleman, Mrs. Leslie Bright, Mrs.
One Bryant, Mrs. Floyd Lewis,
By Virginia Brown
Mrs. Glenn Owens, Mrs. Lucille
So, you've just taken a job.
Pool.
Congratulations!
If this is your first business exHomemakers Schedule
Sept. 8, 1:00 p. in., Advisory perience, perhaps you are puzzled
about a few things--your obligation to your job, and how much
of your time the boss actually
buys.
Young people are likely to get
unusual ideas, these days, about
holdhig a job. In the first place
they expect much more of the
boss, as far as the working day
goes, then they give in exchange.
Ttiey might be late 15 or 20 minutes three times a week, but let
the boss ask them to work ten
minutes overtime some night. and
they resent the intrusion on their

At The Churches

by death under English law.
The filth
Mass at 6 o'clock.
mosquito drinks
The last human sacrifices in the blood to get proteins with which
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
Rev. William Borntraeger is Hawaiian islands occurred in to make her eggs.
PENTECOSTAL iiOLLNESS
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Old Madisonville Road, Rev Clernents, assistant pastor, at
William E. Cunningham, pastor. these three churches.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00 CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
prayer Church Sunday at 11 o'clock, it
Wednesday evening
is announced.
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
George W. Filer, Pastor
7:30 Evening Worship.
Bible School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Worship service, 11 a. m.
C. Y. F., 6:30 p. m.
CEN'I`RAL PRESBYTERIAN
Evening worship, 7:30 p. en.
SUNDAY
945 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
8:15 o'clock, Choir PreicIfie•
GRAND OPENING
OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
A GAL.
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

So She Takes A Job;
Her First To Be Exact

Council.
Sept. 9, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville
Road, Mrs. W. H. Beck, hostess.
Sept. 12, 1:30 p m., Quinn, Mrs.
Lawson Felker, hostess.
Sept. 13, 2:00 p. m., Fredonia
Valley, Mrs. Ruble Akridge, hostess.

Booths
Fresian
Glowing elegance in rich cobalts, mandarin, red
and burnish gold—A distinguished dinner seeSki —Beautiful hand decorating — Authentic
design for those who appreciate the best — As
practical, enduring and lovely as only fine English tableware can be. The price is moderate too5-piece place setting

WANTED!
To Buy or Rent - - Modern 6-Room
House Within
City Lim its

$8.80
Phone 3771
114p.

MILK!
BUTTER
The Ideal Hot Weather Drink
So cooling. ..so refreshing. ..so wholesome...
A tall, ice cold drink of buttermilk is as welcome
these long, hot summer days as a plunge in the
favorite swimming hole!
AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD FOOD STORE
OR PHONE 2063

PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON, KY.

.frl
4114#10#14Ket
We have moved into a new location formerly occupied by Princeton Motor Sales on Washington
St., and invite our customers to visit us there,
where we will continue to serve you in the same
courteous manner.

pi ivate time.
At home, instead of getting
good sound advice about work
experiences, perhaps you hear
snatches of conversation from
which you make unwise deductions. Mom might good naturedly
tease Pop about his pretty secretary. Or you might hear stories
about the girl next door who was
lucky enough to marry her boss.
Or perhaps you've been inspired
by reading love stories about
secretaries, who always are (in
fiction) much more sympathetic
to the boss than his wife.
Is it any wonder that the neophyte gets the impression that
the success of her job depends
entirely on whether she can win
the boss' attentions, whether he
happens to be a handsome young
man or a doddering old man?
A competent girl need have no
fears about losing her job, if she
does not take him up on that
dinner date or sly innuendo. If
she does accept his attentions, she
FIRST BAPTIST
might lose her job anyway, beH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
cause perhaps he'll tire of her
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
after those first few dinners--his
10:50 a.m. Morning Se,rvice
philandering usually being of 6:45 p.m. Training Union.
cautious interest. Few bosses ever
marry love-sick stenographers;
LEBANON BAPTIST
fewer of them divorce their wives
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
to do it.
Services held every second
The salary your boss pays you Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
each week does not entitle him to and Sunday morning at 11
your company after business a'clock.
hours. Smart girls have found
ways to discourage the idea this
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
way:
PRINCETON
a
1. Have a boy friend or
CHURCH OF THE IMMACUbrother or your father pick you
LATE CONCLYTION, EARLup at the office once in a while.
INGTON
If the boss gets friendly with
First, third and fifth Sundays,
them, fine.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
2. If he makes suggestive reSecond and fourth Sundays,
marks about dates, play dumb.
3. Get chummy with his wife Mass at 10 o'clock.
as soon as possible. You can do
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
this by having friendly chats OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSwith her on the phone, when she
PITAL CHAPEL
calls the office.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
4. If he has a daughter your
age, talk about her occasionally Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
to him.
it
blame
Of course, you can't
all on the boss. Some girls set Good Pastures
Developing improved pastures
out to get him interested by any
means. Then there are the girls is one of the important practices
who do it unwittingly by dress- of a sound conservation plan
ing in poor taste--heavy rouged and pastures are being improved
lips and faces, mascara, short on a number of farms in Caldskirts, low-cut dresses--easy ways well County, Oliver C. Alkock,
to give any man the wrong im- Soil Conservation Service, stated
toy. An increasing number of
pression.
If you want to be treated like a acres which formerly were used
lady, act like one. This is a steel fat cultivated crops is being
*armed and established in good
armor of itself.
Sit with your two feet. flat on gesture, Mr. Allcock said.
the 'floor when you take diet": Maxwell Morgan's farm, locattions. Don't slump into the chair, ed in the Farmersville communcoyly eyeing your employer. ity, is one of a number of farms
When at the filing cabinet, stand in the county wh,..n.e improved
like a lady. Your charms won't pasture can be found. Mr. Morhelp him overlook filing or typ- gan, a veteran of World War II
ing errors...not for long, any- and a cooperator of the local soil
way. Other ways to be faithful to conservation district, seeded a
your job are:
bottom field last fall to Ken1. Be poised, neat and plea- tucky 31 fescue and Ladino closant. Skip the heavy makeup but ver. Lime and superphosphate
use a deodorant and don't forget fertilizer were used. Mr. Mortooth paste.
gan- states that the field was
2. Wear tailored clothes, not under water .1 r o rr. Donaldson
sequin drapes or sloppy sweaters, Creek nineteen t!mes during the
3. Give your boss all the time winter and part of the field was
he is entitled to. Save your office about two inches under water
discussions about the new book practically all winter. The fesor new shade of lipstick until cue and clover survived the wet
•
after hours.
condition with a good stand. The
4. Don't curl up at your desk field has been pastured since
or sit with knees crossed in a early spring and now has an
sloppy posture. Do office tasks abundant growth of edible paswith enthusiasm.
ture. Mrs. Morgan says "we need
more cattle to keep it grazed
In producing culture pearls, a- down." Mr. Morgan has also
bout 60 per cent of the oysters used fescue and ladino clover
which have been operated upon with good results on upland
produce pearls, but only about fields.
five per cent of these are marketable.
The fingers at the end of an
elephant's trunk can handle obThe human heart contracts jects as small as a penny.
100,000 times a day.

NEW MANAGEMENT!

I have leased the service station
on Hopkinsville street owned by the
Cornick Oil Co.,and invite the public
to visit me in my new location. You
will find such low prices as these:

Hopkins Co.
Entertainment
Center

Ethyl Gasoline....24.9c
RegularGasoline...23.9c
A GAL

MADISONVILLE. KY.

FRI. SEPT. 9
2

Great Artists In Person

MINNIE PEARL
—PLUS—

JIMMIE DICKENS
7 & 9 P. M. 75e Ad1.4hild 25c

SAT. SEPT. 10
CURLEY MYERS
And His Rhythm Round-Up
Boys
Adm. Tot. only 75c per Person

MON. SEPT. 12
ORRIN TUCKER
And His World Famous Orchestra.
Adm. $1.50 Per Person. Inc tax

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
September 10 and 11 Only
All our gasoline is refined by one
of the world's largest major oil companies.

CORNICK OIL CO.
GILBERT CANDLER, Mgr.

Enter FORDS
$104000
Car-Safety Contest

jz4?
SDI ANY FORD DIALER FOR A Pala sArsrr CHECK AND ENTRY 'FLANK

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028
1111WSIMM
IIMM1111111.11.0.111.11111/11.111.1.11M11111.41.1101,
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Princeton
Shoe Co.

a4al‘aeS4geo

*Wken You're Sick
See
Your Doctor
111

* When You Need
Legal Advice
al new
up the
Of the

USED CARS
AUTO AND TRUCK REPAIRS
LUBRICATION
TEXACO PRODUCTS

See
Your Lawyer

ortable
soles.

We also want to thank you for the past patronage shown us, and shall endeavor to serve you
better in the future.

* When You Need
Insurance

WILLIAMS' GARAGE
R

B. Williams

Bob Williams

Wilson Williams

look just Ii6 • million at such modest priced

See
Your Professional
Insurance Counseler
HE'S A GOOD MAN TO KNOW BETT'ER
•

PLAY SAFE

-:-

it

CALL US

John E. Young Ins. Agency
S. Harrison St.

they fit your foot

like • fine glove flatters your hand.
It's the know,ing Paradise design that males theta,

*

adds a
Uch tO

Suedel AO smooth

Phone 2620
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Dream Prediction
Slightly Off BeCitts

By DAVID TAYLOR MARIsE
We hear much nowadays of
speech defects in children. Stuttering is commonly included among them, but not accurately so.
As Professor Amy Bishop Chapin
points out in the National Parent';ng
Tea( is

Vou Cott Gro‘v
Bet tvr Birds

Sure, you can have chicks that
grow faster, do better, when
you give 'em Dr. Salsbury's
REN-O-SAL right
from the start!
Easy to use in
drinking wa ter.
Also prevents cecal coccidiosis.
Ask for REN-0SAL.

WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

MEL13OU11NE (AP) A seri,
bus driver, J. C. Doherty, had a
troubled dream the other night
He dreamt a rear wheel of Is
bus fell off.
Next day he checked all four
,i journey to
wheels of his bus. 111i
the school was uneventful.
But another of the school's
buses had an accident. A rear
wheel came off. No one was injured.
Dreamer Doherty drove out
and picked up the stranded pupils.
child usually has a deeper trouble
of wh'eti his stuttering is a symbol and symptom. What can his
parents and teachers do to help
him? Is there any known formula
that will work for all?
Dr. Chapin, who is assistant
professor of speech at Western
Reserve University; assistanfchief
of the hearing and speech therapy
division of the Cleveland Hearing
and Speech Center; and consultant to the Cleveland Heights
Board of Education, in an article
entitled, "When A School Child
Stutters," undertakes to answer
these questions.
Much can be done to eliminate
the irritations that make stuttering worse, she says. An environment can be arranged, both in the
home and the school, that will

The More,_the_Mstrrier
Sornday next, the Fair begins
In full and brilliant score
With Shows and Acts, Exhibits and
Performances galore.
Each day is packed with value for
Fair-goers large and small
For Mom and Dad, teen-agers and
The youngsters, one and all.
Remember, too, that Farmer's Day
Is specially held, of course
To feature Farm Accomplishments—
Our Number 1 resource.
So bring the family and your friends
Make up a caravan
To shore the fun that's held in store
For every State Fair fan!

ALL DELEG.',
AT LAST G. A. R.: All six of the delegates to the last G.A.R. encamph
ment assembli „
in the parlor of Commander Theodore A. Penland (left) to receive
greetings. Left to right: Penland, Charles L. Chappel, Albert Woolsen, Joseph Cloveire, Robert Barrett Caldwell County, and James A. Hard. (AP Wirephoto)
help to prevent stuttering. Finally, the child can be helped to
make a better personal adjustment. This usually aids in reducing the tendency to stutter, which
is only a symptom of some deeper trouble within.
The child most frequently begins to stutter in the second or
third year. It is a time when most
children are greatly concerned
with language and when they are
probably more often criticized for
their speech than at any other
age. If they are concerned too
much, they find themselves very
conscious of their errors, even
ashamed of them.
Here are some Do's and Dont's
for parents and teachers, says
Dr. Chapin:
Don't try to correct the child
by asking him to "say it over"
and so forth.
Don't tell all the children to

Everybody's sold on insurance --- that's why
the rates are so low. But
here you get the same
low rates PLUS experienced care in selecting
the right policy that sesults in the quickest
settlement of all claims.

I

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
EU wrsr etuterer Sr •
--

GENERAL ELECTRIC CLOCK-RADIO
- with the amazing Slumber Switch

It turns itself off!

Quarantine Animals
After Shows, Fairs
Frankfort.---With hundreds of
fairs now under way in the United States, farmers were advised
today to make sure that animals
do hot bring disease hazards home
with their blue ribbons.
"No matter what stringent sanitary measures have been taken at
fairs, any animal shown where
large groups of other animals
have been assembled should be
handled as if it has been exposed
to infection," warns a bulletin
from the American Foundation
for Animal Health.
A minimum quarantine period
of 30 days was recommended for
all animals after fair exhibition,
before letting them join the home
herds. The Foundation pointed
out that while an animal may appear perfectly. healthy, it can be
harboring deadly disease germs
contracted from an equally healthy-looking animal at a fair, a
show, or livestock sale.
Also recommended
was a
checkup by a veterinarian of all

Kentucky 4-H Boy
Has Champion Pig
A 225-pound pig owned by
Charles Truitt of Daviesa county
was grand champion at the 18th
annual Evansville 9-H show and
sale for Illinois, Indiana and
Kentucky. It sold for $1.50 a
pound. Five hundred and thirtyseven hogs were exhibited.
James Bennett of Lyon county
had the reserve champion tonlitter and Glen Royster of Henderson county the reserve champion pen of three light hogs.
Other Kentuckians winning
high awards included Peggy Bogarth, McLean county; D. B.
Gray, Lyon county, and Donald
Vowels, F. S. Speaks, and
V
Ben,!
Gertrude and Louise Hancock,
all of Union county.
The border-line Rio Grande River has been known to change
its course so quickly that farmers who thought they lived in
Mexico awoke to find themselves
in Texas.
Scallion is named after Ascalon, ancient Palestine port, which
shipped onions in Mediterranean
trade,

stop teasing him.
Don't be afraid to let the child
livestock returning from fairs.
confide his problems to you.
Don't shield him from his fath- Such a procedure, the Foundation
said, has a two-fold purpose if the
er or other relatives.
Don't worry about his speech animal is infected. First, special
without doing anything construc- precautions can be taken to see
that the disease does not spread
tive.
Don't call too much attention to other animals in the herd. Second, treatment to save the anito his speech difficulty.
Don't be too critical of his little mal's value can be instituted
promptly.
childish imperfections.
"Such vigilance," the FoundaDon't swamp him with symtion said, "insures that a win in
pathy and emotional responses.
Don't ask the teacher to treat the show ring will not be followed
the stuttering child as if he were by a loss on the farm."
sick.
Do ignore the stuttering as such
but look for undue tension at
home and in school.
Do discuss stuttering calmly
with the child if he brings it up,
arid let him do his own explaining.
Do help him to solve his social
HEATING
difficulties as you would help any
COMFORT
other child.
Do help him to become a pal to
his father.
Do teach him how to accept
criticism without despair.
Do try to build his confidence
by praising his strengths and understanding his weaknesses.
Do let him see that you regard
his problem without fear.
Do urge everyone to accept him
as he is---including his stuttering.
Recognize stuttering for what it
is, urges Dr. Chapin. It may be
brought about when a child enters
kindergarten or first grade and
must suddenly adjust himself to
the increased complications of
school life. Tensions that arise at
the beginning of adolescence may
also play an important role. Sudden tensions at home, such as a
serious illness in the family, the
coming of another baby, or a sudden frightening incident, may
cause It. Anything in the home
situation that increases tension
and pressure on a sensitive child
is likely to increase his difficulty.
Arguments at home, inconsistencies between grandmother's methods of discipline and mother's,
may leave a feeling of insecurity
that results in greater speech difficulties. Probably the most serious factor of all, says Dr. Chapin,
is the nagging perfectionism that
characterizes some homes. It is
normal for parents to wish their
children to be well prepared for
life, but driving the child to meet
hopelessly high standards can
bring only fear and anxiety. Constant unfavorable comparison
with other children also is to be
avoided.

.,---4--• ----N,

Nillety to 9:) pet t:olt it all
?sec° grow, in Johnson county
is Ky. le or Ky. 41A.
Paul D. Combest of Casey county has a one-acre plut of Kenland
red clover which Produced 108
bushels of seed ori the first cutting.
From one acre of alfalfa, Elmer
Swain of McCreary county reported a ton of hay per cutting
in May, June and July, and expected to get two more cuttings.
A pow of artificially sired
heifers was included in the Hopkinsville fair, Christian county.
Spraying his orchard of 1,200
apple trees for the first time has
proved so successful that Gid
Lewis of Leslie county plans to
spray every year.
The use of 2,4-D in weed contrerl
in corn, following heavy June
rains, is estimated to have added
$100,000 income to Webster county farmers.
Several corn derby plots in
Henderson county are expected to
yield 150 bushels of corn to the
acre.
Green county producers of Ky.
31 fescue harvested 20,000 pounds
of clean seed for sale locally.
Thirty-three 4-H club members
in Rockcastle and Southern Madison counties realized about $2,000 from their strawberry crops.
It is expected that Pendleton
county farmers will produce the
highest yield of corn on record
in that county.
In Pulaski county, members of
4-H and Utopia clubs are feeding
183 calves for the Louisville fat
cattle show and sale.
It is estimated that more than
10,000 acres of corn in river bottoms of Ballard county were
sprayed with 2,4-D for -weed control.
Clark county homemakers
made more than 350 cotton dresses for afternoon and dressup occasions, play-time and housework.
Sudan grass was the -leading emergency pasture in July for
dairy farmers of Hickman county.
About 2,000 acres of Ladino

•..--• . • •

I I ALY BUILDS
Minn,
ROME (AIP)
Fort,
, !Lo
,ntraswes chant ships totaling 2
heing improved with aten- tons are under on,
ciled mail boxes, painted gates, Italian
shipyards, th
stock crossings and plantings.
Marine Ministry has
Approximately 98 per cent of
the corn grown in Lyon county
The quinoa plant,'keit
this year was of the hybrid va- In
the Andes at
altitudes rs
riety.
and 15,000 feet, is useful
As a result of the 1948 drought
in Fleming county, 10 times as drink and medicine,
many dairymen as formerly clover that
producei
- nt
seeded Sudan grass and soy- of
seed at Se first '
cut
beans.
!dead of 108 bushel'
as
Marion Tacket, truck gardener last
week.
in Pike county, realized a profit
of 2202 on a one-fourth acre
tvElLTAKE ou
strawberry patch.
POPS,STRAlc 4rShelby county homensakers
clubs purchased two sewing maPRINCETON ERIAMik
chines and five pinking shears
MILK BOTTLE,
for 4-H club use.
THAT I.
Paul D. Combest of Casey
county has an acre of Kenland

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GZT AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today --there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablatex. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

Aiiicetott
CREAMERY,

ALL IT TAKES
IS JUST A CALL
FOR CASH TO HELP
GET SET FOR FALL
13aDcreeca

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Princeton

Marion
orr asunppo
y lythoef j.
If Sftku need extra money to put in your winte

Not for a day but for

all time.

Install storm windows, insulate your home
pose, come in or phone for a friendly loon
Just tell us how much you need and how you wish to may.
Most loans completed the some day you apply.

Wit Owe

20-7Ittued Reitaiegua Pla

It provides you with lower payments on all types of lorsc
We'll help you arrange terms to fit your income.

Established 1907
Phone 2441

jitiet/Siate FINANCE CORPORATION Of h.
For over 40 years we
have stayed and paid

rIiWsL 2881
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton. Hy. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Kr

Greater power per gallon
Lower cost per load

Mod.'"
Rosewood
plastic
sobinet

Fine-toned radio
G-E •I•aric clock
All-in-onoi

$34.95

Phone 2081

FIERCE BRAWL ATTRACTS CROWD TO PURINA STORE

MIKE&IKE
ARE SWGGING
IT OUT
ADVANCE-DESIGN
TRUCKS

SEE.EM AT
OUR STORE
PRINCETON

looking Ceti'

You've found the answer if you're
ecord-5moshor4
truck with a master load of power plus r
Mucks
Chevrolet
in
economy. That's what you get
ss,
Volve-in-Hed
their Thrift-Master and Load-Master
develop ro°1e
engines
truck
gins's: Thee* world-famous
olio
:
power per gallon of gas and deliver the load
cost than any other engines of their she m ow In.
Come In and se* these Advance-Design trucks Wu"'
Pm"' PP
Featuring VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES—Greater
TSRPARNINsGroCIssll;oss..104sm
geizt,hloong
werarztlen
petr .loasdyN•cDHIAPRolilkiRAEOSHM
11
t 0
REAR AXLES-1;
Quirk, smooth shirting • HYPOID woounDEB_LBAE-sEARrolcurEis,
s
Btri
roAnK
geErs
pereltreaI
e.
BRAKES--Complete drbte
veri cotrtreol
.
STYLIPO3-"
Increased tire mileage • ADVANCE-DESIGN
STEERINO-vP
the cab that "Breathes" • BALL-TYPE
handling.UNIT-DESIGN BOOIES—Precision built

PREFERRED BY MORE USERS THAN THE NEXT TWO MAKES COM8116/1
MILLS

Phone 2071
W •••••••

W. Court Square

Phone 2585

doge
In I- a

ed tO
half as
Ago and
.vas
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Bo,,

hanges Noted In
in Family Life

Makes Hilly Land
Into Paying Farm

PIPELINE NEWS

conveniem
ity HARRY S. HALE
How the sale of two hens in
the di
.
out ot
farm
Wilkerson has been dishome mi
life fb , '1r mo- 19'22 indirectly resulted In a 3.I from Kuttawa Hospital.
ther and wife, wit ..
,r ob- 300-pound crop of Burley tobacco ..:,.I. healing slowly but well (m
Ward Bauder, University servation of this
sovail,,t. Fif- on a farm in Green county is outpatient treatment.
resociologist,
rural
'tacky
ty years ago he said the woman told by County Agent John H.
• • •
made some observations of the house had so much work Ewing, Jr.
Uncle Joe Shelton (Night
\
with
are
going
to
do
she
things
didn't
tim,•
have
way
In 1922, Charlie Morrison Watch) and Penny Ante Penneleave home. But today
,ught a 70-acre run-down farm 'baker (Night Watch) are fit as
tion is different and
tor $1,000. Wanting to grow grass fiddles after hospital sieges.
'he first place, he notes that women belong to hornet,. :ra
on 1.6 acres of his most level
• • •
families are smaller than clubs and other organizoimna
L. J. Hale's foot is healing well
bind, he sold two hens in order
,aed to be. There are only and take an active interest In to buy grass seed. The previous at Princeton Hospital.
• • •
half as many children in community affairs.
summer, that piece had yielded
Johnny Strewn (Master Meiamilies as there were 150
These changes mean to some only a few sacks of corn. In 1948,
ago and about two-thirds extent the end of patriarchal rule It produced 3,300 pounda of to- chanic) said he felt like an earthworm that a big old rooster got
iny as there were 50 years of husband and father in the bacco.
family, Dr. Bauder admitted, but
Due to the lay of the land, Mr. hold of when Dr. Engelhardt
Awe of automobiles and at the same time they make for Morrison divided his farm into flung him around the other day,
loads and movies and other greater democracy in family life, at least 25-small plots, the largest for backache. Said it did him
ts'ide attractions, families which he considered good for being about five acres. One of his good, and made complete recovery after attending the Grand Ole
less time in the home. everybody concerned.
biggest worries has been the conOpry in Nashville with family.
Ts are more likely to get
trol of water. To solve this prob• • •
As in the past two seasons, lem, he made diversion ditches,
and go places than to join in
Somebody local gave little Miss
family circle. At that, farm Syracuse will play its home bas- dams and water runways. After
Beauty Shumaker a pet dog. He
I:es stay closer together than ketball games in the New York building a big dam, he reclaimed
had a funny look in his eyes and
families,
Dr.
city
State
Fair
of
Coliseum.
mbers
,,
two acres on which he is now just stood around and hassled. He
growing corn.
had the drag up blues. He left.
Mr. Morrison is a real conser- Can anyone get her another pet
vationist, says the county agent, puppy? She wants one.
using all of his tobacco stalks,
manure and corn stalks along
4t (01, i05
with plenty of fertilizer and good
seeding of grasass. His farm has
considerable marl on it, and this
, ONG UISTANCE MOVINu
too is being utilized.
As a result, this thrifty farLigon Truck Line
mer now has a nice home, a herd
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
of good cattle, pastures of alfalfa,
Princeton, Ky.
2016
Phone
orchard grass and other grasses,
and fields of corn.

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
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Phil Rizzuto of the Yankes en- I
Med his beat season as a short.
stop last season. He made only
!,1 recipe for making pie- 17 errors in 128 games for an \
I!1
ale In the fall, such as olio/a of .973.
H, chili sauce, cabbage
George Metkovich, White Sox
,
: how and corn relish are
outfielder, made three errors in
a new circular, No. 464, one inning while playing first
Pickles and Relishes," base for the Red Sox in 1945.
Three of Gene Hermanski's 15
'. :liters by Miss Florence Im!ay
mid Mrs. Pearl Haak, canning
Warneke won 22 games pitching
specialists at the College of Agfor the Chicago Cubs in 1932 and
riculture and Home Economics,
again in 1934. He won 20 for the
University of Kentucky, it tells
Cubs in 1935.
how to avoid some of the common faults of pickles, such as well as cucumber, are included.
shriveling, softness, or too dark Copies may be had from offices
or too pale coloring. Recipes for of county or home agents, or
pear arid cantaloupe pickles as from the college, Lexington.

Pickle Problems
Clearly Explained

..or.

am am. •••• .4••••

.110. MM. .111. 40/1"...IMO

DR. FRANK M. MASTERS
I' now completing

The History of Baptists in Kentucky
1769 1949
About 582 Pages clothbound

WILLIE JONES GARAGE
TELEPHONE 8781

HUDSON

Pre - publication Price. . . $3.50

F. M. Masters
403 West Market
Princeton,

Kentucky

(allowing order blank:
•••141r111•1

MONNE=

1.101/1111111.11.•

copies of the forthcoming HISTORY
copy

OF BAPTISTS IN KENTUCKY by Dr. Frank M. Masters at
the pre-publication price of $3.50, for which I am enclosing
Check in the amount of $
Cash

Sales and Service

DIAMOND T

Send
Book

Sales and Service

Name

or

Books

Wheel Alignment and Balancing
Motor Overhaul & Tune-Up
Brake Service
Frame & Axle Straightening

Clipper

Price $4.00

Take Advantage of the Pre - Publication Discount b•
Placing Your Orders Now.
Mall your order to

Piedse send me

410 S. MAIN

••••.•••......m•

Street or RFD
TO
City

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

State

PRINCETON CREAMERY

2, 4-D Used To Kill
Cockleburs In Corn

Dial 2063

Farmers in Estill county who
used 2, 4-D on their cornfields
have found they no longer dread
cockleburs. Clay Dixon of the
Pryse community, for example,
treated about 40 acres of river
bottom land. On an acre which
was not treated but plowed, the
cockleburs in the row looked like
they had been drilled in with the
corn, while the treated plots
were practically free of a 1 1
weeds. According to Farm Agent
Fred Brockman, 2,000 acres of
corn in the county were treated
with 2, 4-D this year, and chiefly
with hand sprayers. Excellent results in controlling cockleburs
were noted throughout the county.

Princeton, Ky.

"BILL DING'S" Business
is

BUILDING Business
TI/IS /S OUR POLICY
AiVD P/2/DE —
OUR PATROA/S MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED/
•

:(•

W

Its Mnirey's for
to-School Clothes

4e4
.•••••""
V-/1111111.
• "11
4.

Speeders Get Look
At Smashed Cars
Li

MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS. per foot
If phone No. 3388 will
call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Ercamel

$7.50 per sq.
75c per gaL
279 per gal.
Se up
12tic up
6e

is.
mud Hia

fr

ROOFS

Watt.

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.541
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods

.1 !
.. 7.
7
en
r
•
W•••• •
•••••'_•0.
1

'1

1111_,.....•010.
'

""e•,

„.
it
are

epaiffee.•

jj

CLAYTON, N. M. (AP) Instead of a speeding ticket, Police
Chief Emmett Coble took a earful
of hurrying tourists to see some
smashed up cars.
"We have a nice city," the chief
said, "and like to have motorists
drive slow enough to see it. We
also have some nice eating places." Then he released the visitors.
They ate in Clayton, too!

Boys' All Wool
SWEATERS
Just the Thing
For School and Sports
USE OUR
LAY-AWAY
PLAN

2.98

Taylor 4-H'er Sets
Trees On Two Acres
Tommy Noe, 4-Her in Taylor
county, planted 2,000 red oak
and black walnut seedlings after removing cull trees, weed
trees and brush from two acres.
Left standing were good trees,
such as black cherry,, black walnut, white oak, red oak and
white ash. Young Noe is doing
this work as his 4-H club forestry project.
Coach Jim Turner of the Yankees pitched the Boston Braves
to 20 victories in 1937. As Beaumont, Tex., manager in 1946 he
pitched his team to 11 wins while
losing three games.

BOYS' BLUE JEANS

51 GAUGE 15 DENIER
GAYMODE NYLONS

LOOK FOR PENNEY'S
RANCHCRAFT* LABEL
.
I ugged 8 oz. Sanfo?ized blue denim, strongly reinforced at
train points. Copper plated rivets and orange stitching. Boys'
izes 6-16.

NOW

141
/
2 to 17
GenuiT* 196 Count
Broadcloth
Whites, Solids
Fancies

1.98

41$

DO IT

Penney's Own
TOPFLIGHTS

• 41i"r

CASH & CARRY PRICED

1.15

You can wear these lovely sheers on any occasion! They're
reinforced where they ought to be---to give you longer wear!
Knit full-fashioned to flatter your legs! They're perfection
plus down to the smallest stitch. In the newest Fall shades!
81
/
2-101
/
2
'Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

‘11111111111111111111111111

*
0
\
°it*

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

"

• f-4/4101
z444
i*tai

fiat *

Recap that slick tire with regular or mud and

ale

snow tread. Costs less than 1/2 price of new tire--

Young Men's
CORDUROYS

4.111
,
11
1 1

Just as many miles.

1

28 to 42
FANCYS
OR
PLAINS

4.98

Also—

HEAVY 32 Oz. PLAID
BELTED MACKINAWS

Have 300 Used High Tread Tires —
—Lots Of Miles To Go
ALL SIZES

ALL GUARANTEED

BUDGETS STRETCH WHEN
YOU PAY CASH & CARRY

7.90

IN SMART NEW
SCHOOL COTTONS

Men's 36-48

51190

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
211 N. Harrison

Phone 2819

Boys' 8-18
This fall and winter don't be without that coat. Select now ..
pay a little down .. a little as you go. You'll be sure to have
this warm 42 oz, reprocessed and reused wool* mackinaw
hanging in your cloSet when you need it most. Fully belted
4 pockets—blue, red, green, brown plaids.
'See tag for fiber content.

MOTHERS, THIS IS YOUR
All Wool
CARDIGANS
FANCYS
OR
SOLIDS

2.98

131G CHANCE!

1.98

Outfit her now for school and fall lovely plaids,I
prints, too! Sizes 3-6 - 7-14 yrs.

Thursduy, September

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINtETON, KENTUCKY
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ITALY BUILDS SHIPS
IroME.(APrFortssninerner.
chant shwa totaling 217,380 gross
tons are under construction in WATCH MAKING: All makes FOR SALE: '35 Plymouth; 4Mi s Charles Geiger, Route 3,
Italian shipyards, the Merchant
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
deur sedan; good tires; uses no
left Tuesday for Louisville,where
Marine Ministry has announced.
repaired.
All
work
guaranteed.
oil; motor in fine shape, $14O
she will attend a meeting.of the
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
I wner leaving for collet?,
foe.
Jeff Heath is makine
Beechmont Garden Club today.
watchmaker.
H. C. RAP. ,
comeback with the B•••.• .••
Dr, and Mrs. Melvin Klotz and
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children, Michael and Carolyn, of
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World
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her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
.•
glass cut and ,
ServI 01- 11
Mitchell, and si. r•
cars. William'
5-Ito
Mr. Mitchell Rowland who
Station, Corn, .
hold a traveling position in the
tic r.oTICE: Anyone hunting or
Phone 557.
Southern States, is visiting his
will be prosecuted. Mrs. A. D.
family on Highland Avenue, this
WANTED --- Woman with car,
trespassing on Deanhill Farm
week.
who can work 16 hours per
8-3tc
McElroy.
week; no canvassing. Above average earnings. Write Mrs. Pau- FOR expert paint and body reline Hatchett, Benton, Ky.,
pairs, lee Randolph Motors.
Route 3.
9-30
Ford Sales and Service., ltc
Mrs. Bell P. Davis
Funeral services for Mrs. Bell FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances FOR SALE --- Antique dresser.
and Electrical Supplies, visit
P. Davis, 83, who died at her
mahogany panel bed; ABC elhome at 411 Franklin street FriStallins and Kennedy Electric
ectric washer. Phone 3574. 9-2tc
E.
Main
Service, 124
St., Phone
day, Sept. 2, after a week's illness,
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed. FOR SALE: Nice dwelling in exwere conducted at the graveside
tic
at Millwood Cemetery, Cobb
cellent condition. Priced to sell
community, Saturday at 2 p. m.
immediately at $3,300.00.'CumARE NOW taking orders
WE
with the Rev. 0. M. Shultz offimins Insurance & Real Estate.
for Ky 31 Fescue seed and laciating. She had been a member
Dial 3555.
10-Itc.
dino clover seed-pure Caliof Harmony Baptist Church all
fornia strain. Deanhill Farm. FOR SALE: House and lot out
her life.
Call 4202, Fredonia.
8-3tc
Highland Avenue Road, about
Survivors are a brother, C. R.
800 feet from city -limits. Has
Piercy,. Cadiz; two daughters-in-I FOR SALE: Used ice boxes, Mcgas lights and water. Phom
law, Mrs. Everett C. Davis and
Connell Electric Co.
tic
3226 in daytime from 7 a. m
Mrs. Emmett P. Davis, Princeuntil 5. p. m. and 3140 at night
ton; a grandson, W. C. Davis, We will accept applications from
10-1te
outstanding prospects with at
Lyon county and Miss Evelyn
least high scrims: education for
Davis Princeton. A great-grandFOR SALE: 38 Ford Deluxe, clean
extra part-time positions for the
daughter, Phyllis K. Davis, also
inside and out. Good tires, heatPhone 2075
You feel better, look better if your clothes are fresh and clean.
Fall and pre-Holiday selling
survives.
er and seat covers. Exceptional
Pallbearers were W. C. Davis, season. See Mr. Carr at Penbuy. See Ed Darnell on Dawney's.
9-1tc
Harry Stewart, Preston Alexson Road. Phone 3798. 10-1tp
Keep them spic and span by frequent dry cleaning.
ander, Claude Wood, Sr., Claude WANTED: Carpenter and cement
FOR SALE: Circulating heater in
Wood, Jr., and L. B. Sims, Sr.
worker; Cabinet
work
a
good condition. See Mrs. Mattie
speciality. Free estimates. Van
Downing, 305 N. Jefferson
B.
Shadoan
at
R. D. Logsdon
Scottsburg, Prin- street.
10-1tp
ceton, Route 3.
R. D. Logsdon former telephone
10-2tp
manager here from 1926-27, died
FOR SALE 45 acres, new 4-room
FOR SALE---Used Coal Furnace,
house; two wells, wire fenced;
Thursday, September 1, at his
Since our service costs no more, why buy less
Good as new with Stoker and
home in Owensboro. He was bur3 miles out on Dawson Road.
Blower. Priced to sell. CumKelley C. Morse Real Estate
ied at Calhoun, his former home,
mins Insurance and Real Eswith funeral services in OwnesAgency.
10-Hp.
than the fine cleaning we offer? Ours is
tate. Dial 3555.
9-1tc
boro Saturday.
SALE:
Medium
FOR
size,
upright
Survivors are two daughters, a PIANOS: Both new and used.
piano; will make some child a
son, and six grandchildren.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
quality cleaning throughout-'---from the first
fine piano to learn on. See at
Mrs. Herschel Stephens and
Hopkinsville, Ky.
521/p
Jefferson
320
So.
or
call
3420.
Mrs. Albert Henry of Marion, at10-1tp.
WHEN YOU NEED a good, used
tended the funeral.
step to the last.
car, see me. If I don't have it, I
FOR RENT: Two sleeping rooms.
can get it. Bob C. Williams.
See or call Mrs. E. L. PickerNew location, back of Henrietta
Livestock Market Report
ing, 417 E. Market St., or phone
Hotel.
9-2tp
Sale of livestock this week
2486.
10-1tc
dropped 338 head from the pre- I BUY, SELL and TRADE used
FOR RENT:Large front bedroom
vious week. Cows sold about 50
cars. Bob C. Williams. New loto man that works; gas heat.
eeots higher with veals and hogs
cation, rear of Henrietta Hotel.
803 W. Main St. Phone 3112.
steady.
9-2tp
10-1tc.
TOTAL HEAD, 806.
Good Quality rat steers, $20422. FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for FOR SALE: 1948 Harley-DavidCruiser control, shift to ScottMedium Quality Butcher
son motorcycle,. Model 61; ValAtwater. Warm up in neutral
Cattle, 18.420.
yen head motor; low milage;
shift
to
reverse
and
forward. 4
Grass Fat Steers, $20-23.
extra clean. $550. or will trade
h.
p.
5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
Grain on Grass Steers, $23-$26.
for car. Write or phone L. E.
shift. Williams Texaco Service
Baby Beeves, $20-$26.
Dick Motor Co., 415 N. 7th St.
StationPlum
and
Main
St.
Fat Cows, $14-$16.
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 1213.
Phone 2445.
tic
Canners and Cutters, $9-$14.
10-He
Bulls, $14.416.50
!PIANO TUNING and Repairs-CARD OF THANKS
E. Main St.
Phone 3711
Stock Cattle, $16-$23.
The richest home is poor withWe wish to take this means bf
Feeder Cattle, $18-$23.
out misic." New and rec
expressing our greatful appreciaMilk Cows, per head, $914143.00
tioned pianos $50 up. See y
tion to friends and neighbors for
VEALS
tkrite Homer Randolph, Cadiz,
the acts of kindness rendered
Fancy Veals, $27.90
Ky.
8-4tp
during the illness and death of
No. 1 Veals, $27.00
FOR SALE---I948 Liberty House our beloved husband and brothNo. 2 Veals, $24.10
Trailer, 27 ft.; bottle gas stove, er, 011ie James Brasher, to Rev.
Throwouts, $19.25
hot water heater, electric re- Shirley DeBell and Leon Oliver
HOGS •
frigerator. Priced to sell. 7 mi for
words
of
condolence,
200-230, $21.50
W. of Madisonville on highway Brown Undertaking Co., those
235-280, $21.00
70, in Richland. J. A. Averitt. who rendered the sweet memorial
285-350, $19.50
9-2tp music and donors a the beauti355 and up, None offered.
IRIED PRUNES, Sunsweet, Medium
SEEDLESS RAISINS, Del Monte
ful flowers. May each of you be
120-155, $17.80
WANTED: Permanent position
'
16
oz
pkg.
15 or. pkg.
so comforted in your hour of sr',.
160-175, $20.50
now open for experienced
row is our earnest prayer.
33RIED
PEACHES,
Bonner
z
C0071(10ES,pk
Sgtcwart, asst. cream boats
Roughs 350 and under, $17.00
saleslady. Good salary,
Mrs. 011ie James Brasher
sant working conditions, opRoughs, 355-450, $15.50
es.
pkg.
20(
11
Sisters and Brothers.
Roughs, 455 and up, $14.50
portunity for advancement.
pints, doz. 69c
MASON
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn, reg.
Keach's Drapery Department,
Modern sealing wax was made
1(
drip.
1
lb.
can
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
58(
10-1tc. not of wax, but of shellac.
IN
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas, Indiana
MARSHMALLOWS, Puritan14 or. bottle
4 oz. pkg.
11(
15
(
CORN, Pennysaver, white Cr. style
MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI, Red
........ I.
for
2
PEACo.
Gent.
20
oz.
can
Cross 3 pkgs.
_25(
1S9, Morin. Wisconsin, 3 sieve Alaska, 33(
CHEERIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 or. can
can,
27(
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
Last week Everett Jones made certain statements in a notice
River 19 or. can, 2 for
3
poluanrg
de 30 or. cans
published in a newspaper. Lest some people be misled, I have
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
been forced to use the newspaper to reply to the statement made
11(
quart jar
..37(
Childress, Ihgland Avenue.
Mr. a.td Mrs Earl Denham and
children, Sylvia and Donny, of
Thesday after
Harvey, 111 i•
, ots, Mr. and
a visit with •,.
Mrs. Hyland To hell and sister,
i• s .s.
Mrs. Lillie B. r
• , of KnoxMrs. C. A. Ni
ville, Tenn., and Mi. and Mrs.
J, M. Teorpleton, of Baltimore,
are visiting their sister, Mrs B. A.
itshee, Arid MI- J. F atorean

Classified Ads

Deaths & Funerals

Your Clothes Need Frequent

DRY CLEANING
Summer Is Still With Us!

Prescriptions

WOOD NG STORE
Kleer Sheer

"Where the Good Work Comes From"

- NYLONS -

, 15 Denier
30 Denier
Irregulars

$1.65
$1.35
79c

Bacieilltaine44.

Ask About Our Pull Tab Cards
For Free Pair.

RED FRONT OFFERS

AleCa4iifrA

A Reply To Everett Jones

by him.

Let me give you the facts.
After the Citizens Ticket was formed, Mr. Jones came to my
place of business and told me he liked every man on the ticket and
that he was for us. In that conversation he told me that he knew that
he would defeat any ticket if the public knew he was going to be
it's Chief of Police. He further stated that if he could be the "Desk
Sergeant", he could handle the police department and the public
wouldn't know any difference until it was too late.
I told Mr. Jones our Councilmen had discussed him and were
of the opinion that the public did not want him as Chief of Police;
that we did n'at want to mislead the public in any way; and that we
had no city job for him.
Mr. Jones became angry and told me he would get up his own
Council Ticket. I do know that three of the men on another ticket
are men that he said would be on his ticket. You may draw your
own conclusions.
I want it clearly understood that I have nothing personal
against Mr. Jones. I do not think personalities should enter into this.
I merely wish for the people to understand the true situation.
Yours for a better City Government

Hugh Blackburn

A15(

ilk

Furnace Cleaning Time

This season we will clean your
furnace at the following prices:
Clean furance smoke pipe and
back of chimney-

$7.00
Clean stoker, oil inside of hopper, open air holes in retort, change
oil in gear case,check controls-

$5.00
Clean all registers and inside of
pips-

$3.00
Vacuum cleaner used. You may deduct 10%
if you pay our man before he leaves

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Phone 3141

1,5t

45(

VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
26 or. can
PORK & BEANS. Ky. Beauty
3 No. 300 cans
APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 oz. can
BLENDED JUICE, Heart of Florida
19 or. can
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Jo, cut
19 or. can
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 or. jar

.

SARDINES, cHaonlmes, in oil
. 15f

*

25(
19

ORANGE JUICE, Osage
5(.1
46 or. can
Florida
10(
of
Heart
GRA1P
9E0F
rIt
.U
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T JUICE,
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
3W

10(
PEAcHE
2
29lb.SP
,kg.
Remarkable, sliced
1 2/(

55(

Or. can
POTATOES, Nancy Lee, Irish
19 or. can .

SUGAR, Godchaux, Pure Cane
5 pound bag
10 lb. bag
25 lb. bag
100 lb. bag

.
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MEAT SPECIALS
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SUGAR CURED JOWL
Pound

COBBLER POTATOES
10 pounds
RED MALAGA GRAPES
3 Pounds

On Filtr
1 Acce

10nian,'

5
(
0
95c

21(
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

N
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35(

by
$25,000
, 1948
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Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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